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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we suggest some sufficient conditions for the existence of homo

clinic orbits of the origin in the Lorenz equations. Such conditions are given by 

countably many bifurcation curves in the parameter space. For this purpose, we 

use some rigorous perturbation methods for the equivalent Lorenz system 

{

X' = k(y - x) 
y' = x(1 - z) - € Y , 
z' = xy - €bz 

(k > 0, b > 0,0< € « 1) 

where we vary € --I- 0 while k and b being fixed. For a local analysis of the unstable 

orbits, we study a cylindrical pendulum system and apply the "continuous depen

dence on initial data" theorem. For a global analysis of the solutions of Lorenz 

system, we use a perturbation theory for nonlinear systems of differential equa

tions. The general procedure of perturbation theory is to insert a small parameter 

8, 0 ~ 8 ~ 1, such that when 8 = 0 the problem is soluble. In this process, stan

dard Bessel equation and Bessel functions vvill play some import8Ilt roles for the 

representation of the solutions of the Lorenz system. For the asymptotic solutions 

of the linearized Lorenz system, WKB-theory will be useful. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

The Lorenz equations (or Lorenz System) are usually given by 

x a{Y - X) 

Y = rX-Y-XZ , (a> O,r > O,b > 0). (1.1) 

Z -bZ+XY 

These equations were first presented in 1963 by E. N. Lorenz [44] and have been 

studied by many authors (for the bibliography, see Sparrow's book [57]). As the 

parameters (a, r, b) are varying, these equations exhibit a wide range of interesting 

behavior. In particular, the behaviors of these equations are qualitatively more 

complicated when the parameter r becomes large and other two parameters are 

fixed. This system was the first example of a mathematically and physically in

teresting system which was observed to have a strange attractor. The original 

work of Lorenz [44J in 1963 as well as the more recent work of Sparrow [57] indi

cates that for certain values of the parameters, for example, a = 10, b = 8/3 and 

r = 13.926·· ., the Lorenz equations have a strange attracting set. 

As interest in nonlinear dynamic systems has increased rapidly over the last 

several decades, many mathematical attempts have been made to interpret the 

phenomena of chaotic behaviors in nonlinear differential equations. Such chaotic 

behavior is now understood to be related to the presence of so-called "I-Iomoclinic 

Orbits" or "Homo clinic Connections" (see Sparrow [57]). According to Kaplan 
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& Yorke [41], the families of differential equations containing parameter intervals 

at which chaotic behaviors are observed can frequently be understood in terms of 

bifurcations associated with the existence of a homo clinic orbit at some parameter 

value. Moreover, Flower and McGuinness [24] considered period-doubling windows 

to be a result of the existence of homoclinicity in a system rather than being 

primarily due to successive bifurcations of a parent periodic orbit. 

1). Why does the Lorenz system have been studied by many authors? 

Since E.N. Lorenz wrote a remarkable paper about the system (1.1), countless 

many authors have quoted the system as an example or referred to it in the course 

of some debate or other. In the system (1.1), Lorenz [44] described a three pa

rameter family of 3-dimensional ordinary differential equations which appeared, 

when integrated numerically on a computer, to have extremely complicated solu

tions. Lorenz's original paper was titled "Deterministic Non-Periodic Flows". The 

Lorenz system is deterministic and does not contain random, noisy or stochastic 

terms. The suggestion, motivated partly by Lorenz's work, that complicated "tur

bulent" behavior in systems with an infinite number of degree of freedom might 

be modeled by simple deterministic finite-dimensional systems such as the Lorenz 

system is one of the reason why the Lorenz equations have attracted so much 

attentioll. 

Largely because of the amount of interest generated by the Lorenz system, 

other authors have sought to discover, or stumble upon, other real world prob-
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lems for which (1.1) is an accurate model when r is much larger than one. As 

we vary the paramet.ers, the solutions of this system display many kinds of unex

pected behaviors. In particular, it is been known that for some parameter values, 

their solutions show some kinds of chaotic behaviors. E. A. Jackson [40] proved 

that Lorenz equations exhibit complicated behavior associated with the homoclinic 

convolution. This is another reason for lots of people to study this system. Even 

though the Lorenz system does not show all the different behaviors of a general set 

of ordinary differential equations, many other systems have been studied through 

this system because those systems behave in ways which look like to be very similar 

to t.he behaviors of the Lorenz equations. 

2). The importance of homoclinic orbits in dynamic systems. 

Homoclinic points, the intersections of stable and unstable manifolds of fixed points 

of discrete time mappings are familiar concepts in global dynamics. Since their 

discovery by Poincare and Birkhoff, they have been regarded as land marks sig

naling the onset of complex nonperiodic behavior. However, the role of homo clinic 

orbits in continuous time flows is much less explored since, for one thing, such 

orbits are structurally unstable. It is only in the 19605 that some of their impor

tant and unsuspected features were discovered by Sil'nikov and others. Afterward 

many authors conjectured and partially proved that there is a close relation be

tween homo clinic orbits and complex nonperiodic behavior of the chaotic type. 

Gaspard and Nicolis [27] showed that, in the Rossler's model (many authors have 
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used this model to study the Lorenz system because of their similarities), the onset 

of homoclinicity is associated with several kinds of qualitative changes of nearby 

nonperiodic motions: transition from spiral-type chaos to screw-type chaos, onset 

of chaotic behavior with stronger mixing properties, transition to attractivity, or 

an increasing number of oscillations between intermittent bursts. 

More recently, M. Rychlik [55] proved that in the Lorenz system, geometric 

Lorenz attractors appear through a particular type of explosion which is based on 

the assumption that the unstable manifold is a part of the stable manifold. Also 

C. Robinson [53] showed that a transitive attractor appears immediately after a 

double homoclinic connection of the fixed point. 

3). Some authors' works for the homoclinicity in the Lorenz system. 

Due to the importance of homo clinic orbits in the Lorenz equations, many authors 

have been trying to find some parameter values for the existence of such orbits. 

So we would like to introduce some of their recent works. 

(1). Sparrow's numerical work [57] shows that at the parameter values () = 10, 

b = 8/3, r = 13.926···, the trajectories in the unstable manifold intersect the 

stable manifold and form two homoclinic loops. In this case, an infinite number 

of periodic orbits of arbitrary length period bifurcate from the homoclinic loops 

as r increases beyond ro c:::: 13.926 and there is a bounded invariant set which 

contains all of these periodic orbits as well as an infinite number of non-periodic 

motions. Sparrow [57] calls this type of homocliuic loop bifurcation a "homo clinic 
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explosion" . 

(2). Belykh [6] proved that in some parameter region there exists a bifurcation 

curve corresponding to a loop of the separatrix of the saddle point of the Lorenz 

system. However he did not present any explicit bifurcation curve. 

(3). In 1976, Sil'nikov [56J suggested some kinds of numerical evidences asso

ciated with the separatrices (for the definition of separatix, see Perko's book [52]) 

for the Lorenz system. In particular, he suggested several bifurcation curves of 

parameter values corresponding to the homoclinic orbits (see Appendix E). His 

numerical evidences give us a good motivation for the work. 

(4). More recently, Hasting and Troy [36J outlined a proof for the existence of a 

homo clinic orbit in a set of parameter values by using the techniques of numerical 

analysis. However, they did not exclude the possibility that their computer assisted 

proofs still leave a gap in understanding even if this gap is smaller than any prior 

works. Therefore we are still interested in more rigorous proofs for the existence 

of the homoclinic loops in the parameter region l' > O. 

Even though there is little doubt that what one observes in the computer is 

in qualitative agreement with the actual behavior of the solutions for the Lorenz 

equations, rigorous proofs are still lacking. Therefore we would like to rely on the 

rigorous mathematical proofs. 

In this paper we are working on rigorous arguments which will allow one to 

verify the existence of hornoclinic loop bifurcations, when parameters and go to 
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infinity with their ratio being approximately fixed. For this work we use the 

equivalent system (see Appendix A): 

x' k(y-x) 

y' x(l- z) - E Y , (k = (J jr > 0, ° < E « 1, b > 0). (1.2) 

Zl xY-Ebz 

into which the original Lorenz system is converted by the variable changes: 

x 
X=-, 

r 

y 
y=-, 

r 
z 

z =
r 

and dT = r dt. 

By applying some kinds of regorous perturbation theories on this system, we shall 

prove the following theorem: 

Theorem 1.1 (Main Theorem) For each b = constant> 0, there exist, in the 

range ° < k < 4, infinite sequence of bifurcation c'urves r n, (n = 0, ± 1, ±2, ... ) 

given by 

Jk'2 + 4k cos -1 (k;4) - V4k - k'2 

= !!.(mr-Z!:+tan-1 
( 1 ))+O(E) 

r 4 V4/k-l 

(1.3) 

which correspond to the double homoclinic loops of the saddle point 0 (0,0,0) 

of the Lorenz equations. 

In Chapter 2, the preliminary chapter, we review some fundamental definitions 

and theorems including the stable manifold theorem and continuous dependence 

011 the parameter theorem. In Chapter 3 we introduce some known elementary 
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properties for the Lorenz system. In Chapter 4, we show that the unperturbed 

system 

X' k(y - x) 

Y' = x(l-z) 

z' = xy 

(1.4) 

is related to a cylindrical pendulum system and the unstable orbits of system 

(1.4) are remaining on the cylinder. By applying the well-known "continuous 

dependence on the parameter" theorem, we will describe the local behaviors of 

the unstable orbit near the plane z = 2. In particular, it is shown that when the 

parameter k is less than 4, the unstable orbits spiral around the point (x, y, z) = 

(0,0,2). In Chapter 5, we find the asymptotic solutions of the linear system 

X' 

y' 

k(y - x) 

x(1 - z) 

Z' -€hz. 

(1.5) 

:1"or the work, we apply the "WKB-method" which has been known as a powerful 

tool for obtaining a global approximation of a linear differential equation whose 

highest derivative is multiplied by a small parameter E. For the simplicity of 

calculations, we use our developed new version for the WKB-method. 

In Chapter 6, we will show that the linear system (1.5) is related to the Bessel's 

differential equation of second order and therefore the solutions of x and yare 

represented in terms of the Bessel functions. By applying the WKBJ-method to 
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the Bessel equation of large order p, we find the asymptotic solutions of the linear 

system (1.5). Also, with the quoted asymptotic solutions for the Bessel functions, 

we represent the solutions of x and y which are compatible with the WKB and 

WKBJ asymptotic solutions. Moreover, we study some properties for the Bessel 

functions which will be useful for later works. 

In Chapter 7, by using a perturbation technique, we show that the solutions 

of the nonlinear system (1.2) can be expressed by the series of solutions of non

homogeneous linear systems. The solutions of the non-homogeneous linear systems 

are represented by integral equations. After imposing some boundary conditions, 

we represent some part of the stable manifold by the series of the solutions of 

integral equations. Near the z-axis, the stable manifold of the fixed point 0 = 

(0,0,0) of the Lorenz system (1.2) can be approximated by the asymptotic stable 

manifold for the linear system (1.4). In the process of the proofs, we use the 

properties-the uniform boundedness and the monotonicity (below the transition 

point) of the Bessel functions. 

In Chapter 8, the concluding chapter, we prove the main theorem. There we 

construct an infinite sequence of bifurcation curves corresponding to the double 

homo clinic orbits. 
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Chapter 2 Preliminaries 

In this chapter, we introduce some basic concepts and theorems from the contin-

uous dynamic systems. For the detailed treatments of this subject, we mainly 

refer to the books by Guckenheimer and Holmes [32]' Perko [52], Ruelle [54] and 

Verhulst [59]. 

2.1 Basic Definitions and Concepts in Dynamic Systems 

For the purpose of this paper, it is generally sufficient to regard a differential 

equation as a system 

x = f(t, x) (2.1) 

where x = x(t) E R n is a vector valued function of an independent time variable 

t and f : J x U --. R n is a smooth function defined on a subset J x U ~ R n+l. 

We say that a vector field f generates a flow cPt : U --. R n where cPt(x) = cP(t, x) 

is a smooth function defined for all x in U and t in some interval J ~ R, and cP 

satisfies (2.1) in the sense that 

d 
dt (cP(x, t))lt=T = fer, cP(x, T)) (2.2) 

for all x E U and T E J. Vv'e note that in its domain of definition cPt satisfies the 

group properties; (i) cPo = identity and (ii) cPt-;-s = cPt 0 cPs. Systems of form (2.1), in 

which the vector field f does not contaiu time t explicitly, are called autonomous. 
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Often we are given an initial condition 

x(O) = Xo E U (2.3) 

and we seek a solution ¢(t, xo) such that 

¢(O, xo) = Xo. (2.4) 

In this case, ¢(" xo) : I -t R n defines a solution curve, a trajectory, or an orbit 

of the differential equation (2.1) based at Xo. If there exists a time to > 0 such 

that ¢(to, xc) = Xc, then Xo is called a pel'iodie point, the lower bound T of such 

time to is called the period of Xo and the set {¢t(xoIO :::; t :::; T} is the periodic orbit 

of Xo. An aperiodic orbit is an orbit which is not a periodic orbit. Since the vector 

field of the autonomous system (2.1) is invariant with respect to the translations 

in time, solutions based at times to i= 0 can always be translated to to = O. 

In some classical texts on ordinary differential equations, such as Coddington 

and Levinson (1955) [15J, the stress is on individual curves and their properties. 

However we shall be more concerned with the families of such curves, and hence 

with the global behaviors of the flow ¢t : U -t R1t defined for all points x E U. In 

particular, the concepts of smooth invariant manifolds composed of solution curves, 

discussed in the books of Hartman [35J and Hale [34 J, will be of importance. We 

will not usually need the more general concept of a dynamical system as a flow on 

a differentiable manifold AI arising from a vector field, regarded as a map 

f: M -t TM, (2.5) 
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where T M is the tangent bundle of M . Therefore we will not use much from the 

theory of differential topology. 

Before beginning our discussion of the fundamental theories for the systems of 

differential equations, we will present some basic concepts and basic definitions for 

the continuous dynamic systems. 

Definition 2.1 A contin'uous t-ime dynamical system, defined for positive and neg

ative time, ,is a flow, i.e., a family (cPt)tER of cr diJJeomorphisms satisfying group 

properties: (1). cPo = identity and (2). cjJs-t-t = cPs 0 cPt· 

Definition 2.2 A transforrnat-ion g : R n -7 R n is said to be a symmetric trans

formation (or a symmetry for the dynamical system (cPd if cPt 0 g = g 0 cPt for all 

t E R.. 

Definition 2.3 An eq'uilibrium point (a stationary point, a critical point or a 

fixed point) of flow (cPt) is a point Xo such that cPt(xo) = Xo for all t E R or 

f (xo) = Xo. A fixed point Xo is said to be stable if for every neighborhood V of Xo 

in U there is a neighborhood VI C V such that every solution cjJ(t, Xl) 'With Xl E VI 

is defined and lies in V for all t > O. If, in addition, VI can be chosen so that 

cjJ(t, Xl) -l- Xo as t -7 00 then Xo is said to be asymptotically stable. A fixed point 

Xo is called unstable if it is not stable. 

Definition 2.4 A Homoclinic orbit of a fixed point Xo is an orbit which tends 

towardsxo in bothforwanls and reverse time, i.e., an orbitf' = {cPt(x)l-oo < t < 
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oo} such that limt-+±oocPt(x) = Xo. A heteroclinic orbit between two fixed points Xl 

and X2 is an orbit which tends towards x I in reverse time and towards X2 in forward 

time, i.e., an orbit r = {cPt(x)l- 00 < t < oo} such that limt-+-oocPt(x) = Xl and 

limt-+oocPt(x) = X2 . 

Definition 2.5 Let cPt be a flow on R n. Then a subset I ~ R n is said to be 

invariant under flow cPt (or I is an invariant set of cPt) if cPt (I) ~ I for all t . 

By the proceeding definitions, homoclinic orbits, heteroclinic orbits and a set 

of fixed points of system (2.1) are all invariant for the flow cPt of the system (2.1). 

Now given a map F E cr(Rn), we will specify what is meant by a perturbation 

G of F. Intuitively, G should be close to F but there are some technical issues 

involved in making a workable definition. 

Definition 2.6 Let F E C r (R7!), k ::; r (k, T E Z+) and E > O. Then G is a 

pert'urbation of F of size E (or Ck, E --perturbation of F ) if there exists a compact 

set J( ~ R7! such that F = G on the set R7! - J( and we have I (8x~1'~DX:[' (F - G) I < 

E for all (iI, ... , in) with i l -I- ... -I- in = i ::; k. 

In this definition, the functions F and G might be vector fields or maps. Here we 

can consider the question of topological equivalence and structural stability. 

Definition 2.7 Two C r vector fields j, g : R7! ~ R n are said to be Ck-equivalent 

(for k ::; r) if there is a C k homeollwrphism h : RH ~ R7! such that h takes 
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the orbits {¢{(x)} of f to the orbits {¢¥(x)} of g, preserving senses (of orienta

tion or direction) but not necessarily parametrization by time. If h preserves the 

parametrization by time, then it is called a conjugacy. 

The definition of equivalence implies tha.t, for any x E R n and t1 E R, there is a 

t2 E R such that 

h (¢{l (x)) = ¢I2 (h{x)). (2.6) 

We now come to the major definition. 

Definition 2.8 Let U be an open subset of R n. A vector field f E C 1(U) is said 

to be structurally stable if there is an E > 0 such that all C 1
, E-perturbations of f 

are topologically equivalent to f . 

Let U~) be a dynamical system depending on a parameter /1 E A. Typically, 

fl will be a real variable (or A ~ R), but it could be also a collection of such 

variables. If the qualitative nature of the dynamical system changes for a value flo 

, one says that a bifurcation occurs at flo. The bifurcation idea can be formalized by 

introducing the concept of structural stability which was originated from Andronov 

and Pontryagin in 1937 (see [32]' p.38-41 and [3] Vol. II, p.174-177). 

Let D be a parametrized specific space, i.e., D can be written as a parametrized 

set D = {JJ1. : fl E A} of differentiable dynamical systems (for example, a space of 

flows or the space of C'2 dif[eomorphisms OIl a compact manifold M with the usual 
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topology). A point JED is said to be structurally stable if its qualitative behavior 

remains the same as all nearby vector fields in D (see, for the detail, Ruelle [54]). If 

a point is not structurally stable, it is said to be struct-urally 'unstable. A bifurcation 

set is defined as a set of points /-L E A for which f J.L E D are structurally unstable. 

Therefore, the qualitative structure of a solution set or a global phase portrait 

changes as parameters pass through a point of the bifurcation set. In other words, 

if Ao C A is a bifurcation set, then the qualitative structures of points f J.L E D 

are changed as parameters /-L E A pass through the points /-Lo E A. In general, 

a separatrix cycle or homoclinic loop of a planar family of rotated vector fields 

x = J (x, /-L) generates a bifurcation set as the parameter /-L is varied in a suitable 

sense. 

H ornoclinic points, the intersection of stable and unstable manifolds of the fixed 

points of discrete time mappings, are familiar concepts in global dynamics (See Ru

elle [54]). Since their discovery by Poincare and Birkhoff and their comprehensive 

study by Smale, homoclinic points have been regarded as a signal for the onset 

of complex nonperiodic behavior. However, the role of homo clinic orbits in con

tinuous time flows has been much less explored since such orbits are structurally 

unstable. It is only in the 1960s that some of their important and unsuspected 

features were discovered by Sil'nikov and others (see [27], [32]). 
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2.2 Fundamental Theorems for Ordinary Differential Equa-

tions 

First of all, we will introduce the fundamental existence and uniqueness theorem 

for a nonautonomous system of differential equations 

x=f(t,x) (2.7) 

where f is defined on a domain D C Rn+1. A function f(t, x) defined on a 

domain D E R n+ 1 is said to be locally Lipschitzian in x if, for any closed bounded 

set U CD, there is a constant k such that 

If(t, x) - f(t, x)1 ::; klx - yl (2.8) 

for all (x,t), (y,t) E u. If f(t,x) has continuous first partial derivatives with 

respect to x, then f(t, x) is locally Lipschitzian in x. 

The basic existence and uniqueness theorem, under the hypothesis that f(t, x) 

is locally Lipschitzian in x, is usually referred to as the Picard-Lindelof's theorem. 

This result as well as additional information is contained in the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.1 (Existence and Uniqueness) If f (t, x) is continuous in D and 

locally Lipschdzian in x, then for any (to, xo) ED, there exists a un,ique solui'ion 

x(t, lo, xo) with x(lo, lo, xo) = Xo, of (2.7) passing lhrough (lo, xo). Here the domain 

of definition E ~ Rn+2 of function x(t, to, xo) is open and x(t, to, xo) is continuous 

in E. 
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Proof. See Hale [34], p.18-20 and Perko [52]' p.73-76. Q.E.D. 

This existence theorem is a local property. However, the local existence theorem 

(Theorem 2.1) becomes global in all cases when we work on compact manifolds M 

instead of open spaces like Rn. 

Theorem 2.2 (Global Existence and Uniqueness) The differential equation 

x = I(x), x EM, with M compact and I E C 1 , has the solution curves defined 

lor all t E R. 

Proof. See Chillingworth [13], pp. 187-188 or Guckenheimer and Holmes [32J. 

Q.E.D. 

The flows on spheres and tori are globally defined, since there is no way in which 

solutions can escape from such manifolds. If I (t, x) is continuous in a domain D , 

then the fundamental existence theorem (2.7) implies the existence of at least one 

solution of (2.7) passing through a given point (to, xo). Suppose, in addition, there 

is only one such solution x(t, to, xo) through a given point (to, xo) in D (or suppose 

I is continuously differentiable, i.e., I E C1(D). For any (to, xo) ED, let (a, b) be 

the maximal interval of existence of x(t, to, xo) and let E C Rn+l be defined by 

E = {(t,to,xo)la < t < b, (to,xo) ED}. 

The trajectory through (to, xo) is the seL of points in R u +1 given by (t, x(t, to, xo)) 

for t varying over all possible values for which (t, to, xo) belongs to E. The set E 

is called the domain of definition of x(t, to, xo). If the system (2.7) depends on a 
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parameter /-l E R 1n
, that is, if the function f(t, x) in (2.7) is replaced by f(/-l, x), 

then the solution x(t, to, xo) will also depend on the parameter /-l. 

Roughly speaking, the dependence of the solution u(t, to, xo, /-l) on the initial 

condition (to, xo) and the parameter /-l is as continuous as the function f. 

Theorem 2.3 (Extended Existence) If, in add'ition to the hypotheses of The

orem 2.1, the function f = f (t, x, /-l) depend'Lng upon a parameter /-l in a closed set 

G in Rk, is continuous for (t,x) ED, /-l E G and has a local Lipschitz constant 

with respect to x independent of /-l in G, then for each (to, xo) E D and /-l E G, there 

exists a unique solution x(t, to, xo, /-l) such that x(t, to, Xo, /-l) = Xo and x(t, to, Xo, /-l) 

is a continuous function of (t, to, Xo, /-l) in the domain of defin-ition. 

Proof. See Hale [34], p.20-21 and Perko [52], p.83--84. Q.E.D. 

The conclusions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 concerning the continuity properties of 

x(t, to, Xo, >.) are valid under weaker hypothesis than stated. In fact, if we assume 

the uniqueness of the solution x(t, to, xo) (which is implied when we have a local 

Lipschitz condition in x) then one can prove directly that it must be continuous 

in (t, to, xo). We need one such result in the study of differential equations. 

Lemma 2.1 Suppose Un}. n = 1,2, ... , is a sequence of functions defined and 

continuous on all, open set D C R lI+1 with lim 7l -.=fn = fo uniformly on compact 

subsets of D. Suppose (tro x n ) is a sequence of points in D converging to (to, xo) E 

D as n -+ 00 awl let </In(t) , n = 1,2"", be (l solution of the equation x = fn(t,x) 
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passing through the point (tn, Xn). If <Po (t) is defined on a ::; t ::; b and is unique, 

then there is an integer no such that each <Pit (t), n ;::: no, can be defined on a ::; t ::; b 

and converges to un'iformly on la, b]. 

Proof. See Hale [3 f1], p. 24. Q.E.D. 

U sing this lemma, one can prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.4 (Continuous Dependence on Parameters) Suppose f(t, x, Jl) 

is a contin-uous function of (t, x, Jl) for (t, x) in an open set and Jl in a neighborhood 

of Jlo in Rtn. If x(t, to, Xo, Jlo), x(to, to, Xo, Jlo) = Xo, is a solution of the equation 

x = j(t,X,Jl) (2.9) 

on a::; t::; b and is unique, then there is a solution x(t,s,Y,Jl), x(s,s,Y,Jl) = y, 

of (2.9) which is defined on a ::; t ::; b jor all (s, Y, Jl) sufficiently near (to, Xo, Jlo) 

and is a contin:uousfunclion of(t,s,Y,Jl) at (t,to,Xo,Jlo). 

Proof. See Hale [34]' p. 24-25 (cf. Perko [52]' p.83-84). Q.E.D. 

If the dependence of the vector field j on the parameter Jl is only continuous in 

Theorem 2.4, then the solutions x(·, ., ., tl) depend continuously on the parameter 

Jl. But the solutions of an equation with a differentiable vector field j depend 

differentially, and noL jusL continuously, on the initial conditions. 
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2.3 The Linear System x = Ax 

Linear autonomous systems constitute almost the only large class of differential 

equations for which there is a complete theolY. Thi~', theory, which is essentially 

a branch of linear algebra, enables all linear autonomous systems to be solved 

completely. 

Definition 2.9 Lel V be an n-dimensional real (or complex) vector space with a 

Euclidean, or Hermitian, structure respectively, and let 1·1 denote the norm in this 

space. Then, the norm of a linear map A : V -- V is defined to be the supreme 

IIAII = sup IAxl· 
IXI=l 

(2.10) 

(This supreme is attained s'ince a finite-dimensional sphere is compact). 11 se-

quence oj 'inear maps AI. : V -- V is said to converge to a linear map A : V -- V 

'if 

II AI. - All -- 0 as k -- 00. (2.11) 

Definition 2.10 The e:rponential of a linear map A : V -> V is defined to be the 

map from V to V given by 

( 

I. 

eA = lim 1+ A) , 
1.->00 k 

(2.12) 

or equivalently 

00 AI. 

Lkf 
1.=0 . 

I -I- A+- -A- + ... -I- -A + ... [ 
1" 1 I. ] 
2! k! 

(2.13) 
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where I is the identity map, i.e., I(x) = x. 

Theorem 2.5 (Fundamental Theorem for Linear System) The solution of 

the linear system 

x = Ax, x ERn (2.14) 

with the initial condition x(O) = Xo is given by 

(2.15) 

Proof. See Perko [52], p. 16-18. Q.E.D. 

The matrix etA can be regarded as a mapping from R n to R n , i.e., for a given 

point Xo E R1!, x(t, xo) = etAxo is the point at which the solution based at Xo 

lies after time t. The operator etA hence contains a global information on the set 

of all solutions of (2.14), since the formula (2.15) holds for all points Xo E R1!. 

Furthermore the space of solutions of the equation x = Ax, (x E R1!), is linear 

and isomorphic to R1!. A basis of this space is called a fundamental system oj 

solutions. 

2.4 Stability Theory for Linear Systems 

The flow etA: R1! --7 R1! can be regarded as the set of all solutions to the system 

x=Ax, (xERn). (2.16) 
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In this set, certain solutions playa special role; those which He in the linear sub

spaces spanned by the eigenvectors. These subspaces are invariant under the flow 

etA, in particular, if Vj is a (real) eigenvector of A, and hence of etA, then asolution 

based at a point cv j remains on the subspace span {v j} for all time; in fact 

(2.17) 

Similarly, the subspace spanned by Re{ v j) and Im{ v j), when v j is a complex 

eigenvector, is invariant under the flow. Here we divide the subspaces spanned by 

the eigenvectors into three classes. 

Definition 2.11 (Invariant Subspaces) Let VI, ... , V7!s be the ns eigenvectors 

whose eigenvalues have negative real parts, UI, ... , 117!u be the nu eigenvectors whose 

eigenvalues have positive real parts and WI, ... , W 7!c be those whose eigenvalues are 

zero real part, where ns + nu + nc = n. Then 

and 

aTe respectively called the stable, unstable and center subspaces of linear system 

(2.16). 

In this definition, if all eigenvalues of the matrix A have IloIl-zero real part, then 

the system (2.IG) doesn't have the center subspace and thus has only the two 
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invariant subspaces-the stable and unstable subspaces. In this case, the flow 

etA: R n -+ R1I is called a hyperbolic flow and (2.16) is called a hyperbolic linear 

system. 

Theorem 2.6 Let A be a real n x n matrix. Then 

where E 8
, E U and E C are the stable,unstable and center subspaces of (2.16) re

spectively. Furthermore, E 8
, E U and E C are respectively invariant with respect to 

the flow x(t) = etA for the system (2.16). 

Theorem 2.7 (Stable 1\1anifold) The following statements ar'e equivalent: 

(i). All eigenvalues of A have negative real part. 

(ii). For all Xo ERn, limt-+ooetAxo = ° and for Xo f= 0, limt_._ooelAxo = 00. 

(iii). There are positive constants a, c, m , .M > ° and a constant k ;::: Osuch 

that, for' all Xo E R1! and t E R, 

me-at JtkJllxoll :s; JJetAxoJJ :s; Me-etllxoll, 

Theorem 2.8 (Unstable Manifold) The following statements are equivalent: 

(i). All eigenvalues of A have positive real part. 

(ii). For all Xo E R 1l
, limt-+-oo etAxo = ° and for Xo f= 0, limt-.oo etAxo = 00. 

(iii). There are positive constants a, c, m , AI > 0, and a constant k ;::: Osuch 

that for all Xo E R7t and t E R, 

meet:s; JJetAxoJJ:s; Aleut (1 -/- It. II.:) Ilxoll. 
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For the proofs of Theorems 2.6-2.8, see Perko [52]' p.51-58. From these two 

theorems, we obtain the following corollary. 

Corollary 2.1 If Xo E E S then etAxo E E S for all t E Rand 

and if Xo E E U then etAxo E E U for all t E Rand 

2.5 The Nonlinear System x = j(x) 

A good place to start analyzing the nonlinear system 

x = f(x), x E R1t (2.18) 

is to determine its fixed points and to describe the behavior of the system near the 

fixed points. Before stating the stable manifold theorem for the nonlinear system 

x = f (x) , it is necessary to define some terminologies and notations concerning 

the derivatives Dk f of a function f : R n __ Rn. 

Definition 2.12 Lel E, F be Banach spaces, and U an open subset of E. The 

junction f : U -- F is said to be differentiable at Xo E U if there is a linear 

transformation Df(xo) E L(E, F) that satisfies 

1
. IIJ(xo -/- h) - f(xo) - Df(xo)hll 
lIn = O. 

h-·O Ilhll 
(2.19) 
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We also write D f(xo) = !,(xo) and it is called the derivaUve of f at Xo. If !,(x) 

,is defined for all x E U, then f' : U --. L(E, F) -is called the derivative of f in U. 

If f is continuously differentiable, i. e., if f' is continuous, we have 

. Ilf(x + 0 - f(x -I- 77) - Df(x +1])(';- -1])11 
hm = O. 

t;,17->O,t;'I17 11.;- - 7711 
(2.20) 

If it exists, the kill. derivative at x is defined recursively by DO f = f, and Dk f = 

(D 0 Dk-1)f E L(Ek,F). We also write Dkf(x) = fCk)(x). If the derivatives 

f Ck ) : U --. L(Ek, F) are continuous for k = 0,1, ' . , r, we say that f is C r ,or of 

class C r in U. 

Remark 2.3. If f : R1! -Jo R1! is differentiable at Xo, then the partial derivatives 

~, (i, j = 1,2, .. , ,n), all exist at Xo and for all x E R1l., 

(2.21) 

Thus, if f is a differential function, the derivative D f is given by the n x n 

Jacobian matrix 

Df = _t . [
Of'] 
OXj iJ 

(2.22) 

Furthermore, for an open subset U ~ R n
, the higher order derivatives Dk f(xo) 

of a function f : U --. R1! are defined ill a similar way and it can be shown that 

f E Ck(U) if and oIlly if the partial derivatives 

(2.23) 

with i,ji,'" ,jk = 1, ... ,n exist alld are contilluouS 011 U. 
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Definition 2.13 A function f : U --- R n is said to be analytic in an open set 

U ~ R1I if each component fj(x), j = 1,2, ... , n, is analytic in U, i.e., if for 

j = 1,2, ... , n , fj(x) has a convergent Taylor series in some neighborhood of 

every point in U . 

If x = Xo is a fixed point of the analytic system x = f(x), then f(xo) = 0 and, 

by Taylor's Theorem, 

1 ') 
f(x) = D f(xo)(x - xo) + 2D- f(xo)(x - Xo, x - xu) + .... (2.24) 

Therefore, the linear function D f(xo)(x - xo) is a good first approximation to the 

nonlinear function f(x) near x = Xo and it is reasonable to expect that the behavior 

of the nonlinear system x = f (x) near the fixed point x = Xo will be approximated 

by the behavior of its linearization at x = Xo. In the following, it is shown that this 

is indeed the case if the matrix D f (xo) has no zero or pure imaginary eigenvalues 

(in this case x = Xo is called a hyperbolic fixed point). Hence we give a rough 

classification of the equilibrium points of a system x = f(x) according to the signs 

of the real parts of the eigenvalues of matrix D f (xo). For a finer classification of 

equilibrium points, see Guckenheimer and Holmes [32]. 

Definition 2.14 An equilibrium point x = Xu oj a system x = J (x) is called 

lL sink if all of the eigenvalues of the matrix D f (xu) have negative real part; it is 

called (l source if all of eigenvalues of D f (xu) have positive real part; and it is 
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called a saddle if it is a hyperbolic equilibrium point and D f(xo) has at least one 

eigenvalue with a positive real part and one with a negative real part. 

The Grobman-Hartman theorem is very useful in the local qualitative theory 

of ordinary differential equations. The theorem shows that in a neighborhood of 

a hyperbolic fixed point xo, the nonlinear system (2.18) has the same qualitative 

structure as the linear system 

x=Df(xo)x (2.25) 

where Df(xo) = [afi/axj] is the Jacobian matrix of first partial derivatives of 

the function f(x) = (h(xl, .. " x n),· .. ,fn(Xl,' .. ,xn)f (where T denotes the 

transpose of matrix). In the following theorem we shall assume that the fixed 

point Xo has been translated to the origin. 

Theorem 2.9 (Grohman-Hartman Theorem) Let U be an open subset ofR7t 

containing the origin 0, let f E Cl(U) and let <Pt be the flow generated by the vector 

field f . Suppose thal 0 is a hypel'bolic fixed point for the flow <Pt. Then there is a 

homeomorphism H from a neighborhood of 0 onto a neighborhood of 0 such that 

H(O) = 0 and H 0 <Pt = etDf(O) 0 H. 

Proof. See Carr [12J and Ruelle [54]. Q.E.D 

The stable manifold theorem is one of the most important results in the local 

qualitative theory of ordinary differential equatiolls. The theorem shows that near 
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a hyperbolic equilibrium point Xo, the nonlinear system x = f(x) has stable and 

unstable manifolds WS(xo) and WU(xo) tangent at Xo to the stable and unstable 

subs paces E S and E U of the linearized system 

x=Ax, (2.26) 

where A = D f (xo). Furthermore, W S (xo) and W U (xo) are of the same dimensions 

as E S and E U, and if cPt is the flow of the nonlinear system x = f{x), then WS(xo) 

and WU(xo) are positively and negatively invariant under the flow cPt respectively 

and satisfy 

(2.27) 

and 

(2.28) 

Before stating the theorem, we need the following definition. 

Definition 2.15 Let Xo be a fixed point and cPt be a flow of the system (2.18). 

Then, the local stable and unstable manifolds of the fixed point xu, Wl':x:(xo) and 

Wi~Axo), are defined by the followings: 

Wi~{xo) = {x E V I lim <Pt{x) -'> xu, and cPt{x) E V for all t ~ o} , (2.29) 
t-·oo 

WI~(XO) = {x E VI t!i.t:!~ (Pt{x) -'> xu, and (/Jt{x) E V for all t :S o}, (2.30) 

where V c R7t is a neighborhood of Xo. 
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Since the invariant manifolds Wi~, W/~ are only defined in a small neigh-

borhood of the fixed point Xo, they are referred as the local stable and unstable 

manifolds. 

Theorem 2.10 (Stable Manifold Theorem) Let cPt be the flow of the nonlin-

ear system (2.18) with fECI and let Xo be a hyperbolic fixed point. Then there 

exist local stable and unstable manifolds Wl~(xO), Wi~(xo), of the same dimen-

sions n s , nu as those of the stable and 'Unstable s'Ubspaces E S
, E U of the linearized 

system (2.26). Furtlu~rmore, Wl~(XO) and Wl~(XO) are tangent to E S and E U at 

the point Xo and are smooth as the vector field f . 

Proof. See Perko [52], p.107-111. Q.E.D. 

Now we define the global stable and unstable manifolds of Xo, WS(xo) and 

WU(xo) by letting points in Wl~(XO) flow backward in time and those in Wl~(xO) 

flow forward in time. 

Definition 2.16 Let (Pt be thejlow of the nonlinear system (2.18). Then we define 

the global stable and 'unstable manifolds, WS(xo) and WU(xo) of the fixed point Xo 

as following: 

WS(xo) = U CPt (W/~Axo)) (2.31) 
tSO 

and 

Wu(xo) = U cPt (W/~(xo)) . (2.32) 
t2:0 
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2.6 Stabilities by Linearization and Lyapunov Function 

The stabiHty of equilibrium points or of periodic solutions can be studied often 

by analyzing the linearized system in a neighborhood of these special solutions. 

The linearization methods have been in use for a long time but, only since around 

1900, the justification of linearization methods has been started by Poincare and 

Lyapunov (see Hale [34] or Hartman [35]). 

A more recent result is the" stable and unstable manifold theorem" -Theorem 

2.9. That theorem is concerned with the autonomous equations of the form 

x = Ax + f(x) (2.33 ) 

with A, a constant matrix, of which all eigenvalues have nonzero real part. The

orem 2.9 establishes that the stable and unstable subspaces E S and Eli of the 

linearized equation, x = Ax, can be continued on adding the nonlinear term f (x); 

the manifolds of the nonlinear equation W S and W li , emanating from the origin, 

are tangent to E S and Eli. A natural question is what Theorem 2.9 implies for the 

stability of the trivial solution. Note, in this respect, that in the formulation of 

Theorem 2.9 one only discusses the existence of invariant manifolds and not very 

explicitly the behaviour with time of individual solutions. III this section we shall 

add this quantitative element to the theory. 

Theorem 2.11 (Stabilities by Linearization) Consider the equation in RH 

x = Ax + f(x), x(t o) = Xo- (2.;34) 
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Assume that the vector function f (x) is Lipschitz-contin'uous in x in a neighbor-

hood of x = 0 and we have 

lim IIf(x)11 = 0 
IIxll-to Ilxll 

(the condition (2.35) implies that x = 0 is a solution of equation (2.34)). 

(2.35) 

(1). If A is a constant n x n matrix with eigenvalues which have all nonzero 

negative real part, then there exist positive constants C, to, {j, IL such that IIxoll ::; {j 

implies 

that is, the solul'ion x is asymptot'ically stable and theatlraction is in a exponential 

in a {j -neighborhood of x = O. 

(2). If A is a constant n x n matrix with eigenvalues which at least one has 

positive real part, then the trivial solution of equation is unstable. 

Proof. See Verhulst [59], p.S9-90 and p.93-95. Q.E.D. 

When analyzing a system linearized in a neighborhood of an equilibrium so-

lution, one can also conclude under certain circumstances that the solution is 

unstable. The second part (2) of this theorem is the formulation to deal with the 

case. 

Now we shall illtroduce a method for studying the stability of a solution, which 

is very different from the method of lillearization. When linearizing one starts off 
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with small perturbations of the equilibrium or periodic solution and one studies the 

effect of these local perturbations. In the so-called direct method, one characterizes 

the solution in a way with respect to stability which is not necessarily local. 

Here we consider the system 

x = f(x), xED C R n (2.36) 

where D is an open set; and assume that Xo is a fixed point for (2.36), so f(xo) = O. 

Also we consider the real valued function V (x) which is defined and continuously 

differentiable in D eRn. Moreover x = Xo is an interior point of D and V(xo) = O. 

Definition 2.17 The function V(x) 'with V(xo) = 0 is called positively definite 

(negat-ively definite) -in D -if V (x) > 0 (V (x) < 0) for xED, x =1= Xo. 

There are the cases in which the function V (x) takes the value zero in a subset 

of D but has otherwise a definite sign. 

Definition 2.18 The function V (x) with V (xo) = 0 is called positively semidefi-

nite (negat'ively semidefinite) in D if V(x) 2:: 0 (V(x) :s; 0) for XED. 

Definition 2.19 The derivative of the function V (x) in the diT'eclion of the vector 

field x, where x is a solution of the equation x = f(x) is defined by 

. " BV n BV 
V(x) = ~-._ ;c· = ~-._ f·(x) 

~ !-lX' J ~ !-lX' J 
j=l U j j=l U j 

(2.37) 

with x = (Xl,' ,., xn) and I = (fl, .. ·, In). 
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Definition 2.20 (cf. Definition 2.3). Suppose f : [0,00) x R n -. Rn. Consider 

the equation x = f(t, x) with f(t, 0) == 0, t E [0,00). The soZ.ution x = 0 is called 

Lyapunov stable, if for any E > 0 and any to 2:: 0, there is a fj = fj( E, to) such that 

Ixol < 8 implies Ix(t, to, xo) I < E for t E [0,00). The solution is uniformly stable 

if it is stable and fj can be chosen independent of to 2:: O. The solution x = 0 is 

asymptotically stable if it is stable and there exists a (j = 8(£0) such that Ixol < fj 

implies Ix(t, to, xo)1 -. 0 as l -. 00. The solution 8 can be chosen independent of 

to 2:: O. The solution is uniformly asymptot'ically stable if it is 'uniformly stable and 

fj in the definition of asymptotic stability can be chosen independent of to 2:: 0, and 

for every/} > 0 there isT(l]) > 0 such that Ixo < fj implies Ix(t,to,xo)1 < TJ if 

t 2:: to -I- T(TJ). The soZ.ution x = 0 is unstable if it is not stable. 

Theorem 2.12 (Stability by Lyapunov Function) Let Xo be a fixed point for 

the system (2.36,) and V (x) be a differentiable function defined in a neighborhood 

D ofx = Xo such that V(xo) = O. 

(1). If V(x) is positively definite with negatively semidefinite derivatilJe, Le., 

V (x) > 0 and V (x) :::; 0 in D - {xo}. Then the soz.ution x = Xo is stable in the 

sense of Lyapunov. 

(2). If the function V (x) is positively definite with negatively definite derivatwe, 

i.e., V(x) > 0 and \f(x) < 0 in D - {xu}, then x = Xo is asymptotically stable. 

(3). If V(x) has the positively definite derivative, i.e., \f(x) > 0 in D - {xu}; 
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and V (x) takes positive values in each sufficiently small neighborhood of x = xo 

then the solution x = Xo is unstable. 

Proof. See Hirsch and Smale [38], pp.192; and Verhulst [59] p.103-108. Q.E.D. 

If function V(x) satisfies the conditions for the case (1) of this theorem, V(x) 

is called a Lyapunov function. If we can choose D = R n in case (2), then Xo is said 

to be globally asymptotically stable, and we can conclude that all solutions remain 

bounded and in fact approach Xo as t --; 00. Thus the stability of fixed points and 

boundedness of solutions can be tested without actually solving the differential 

equations. There are, however, no general methods for finding suitable Liapunov 

functions, although in mechanical problems the energy is often a good candidate. 

2.7 Asymptotic Order Symbols 

Throughout this paper we use the customary Landau order symbols "0" and "0" 

(see Kevorkian and Cole [42], p.1-3) as a mathematical measure of the relative 

order of magnitude of various quantities. In the definitions which follow ¢(x, t), 

l/J (x, t), etc., are scalar functions of the variable (which may be a vector) and the 

scalar parameter t. The variable x ranges over some domain D and t belongs to 

some interval I . 
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Definition 2.21 (Large Symbol "0") Let EO be a fixed point in I. If there 

exists a function k(x) of x and a neighborhood N (EO) of EO such that 

I¢(x; E)I ::; k(x)I1/J(x; E)I for aUf. E N(EO) n I, 

then we write 

¢ = O(1/J), (E -- EO)' (2.38) 

If 1/J i: 0 in I then this definition is equivalent to the statement that ¢/1/J 

is bounded. In particular, ¢ = 0 (1), (E -- EO), means that ¢ is bounded in a 

neighborhood of EO. 

Example 2.1. sin{x/E) = O{x) and 1/{x2 -I- E) = 0(1/x2) as E -- O. 

Definition 2.22 (Small Symbol "0") Let EO E I be a fixed point. If for any 

given 8(x) > 0 there e:L'ists a neighborhood N{j{EO) of EO such that I¢I ::; 8{x)Il/J1 for 

all E E N{j(EO) n I, then we write 

¢ = 0{1/J), (E -- EO)' (2.39) 

Ifl/J f= 0 in I, the definition simplifies to the statement that ¢/1/J -- 0 as E -- O. 

As a special case, ¢ -- 0(1), (E -- EO), simply means that ¢ vanishes as E -- EO. 

Example 2.2. When x > 0, e -X/f = O(Ea ) as E -- 0 for any a ~ O. 

Definition 2.23 (Asymptotic Symbol ""''') If ¢NJ tends to the unity, i.e., 

c/JNJ -- 1 as E -> EO, we write 

(2.40) 
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or, briefly, ¢ rv ~) when there is no ambiguity. In this case, we say that ¢ is 

asymptotic to 1/J, or 1/J is an asymptotic approximation to ¢ . 

Example 2.3. (1). x3/(x2 + 1- E) rv x3/(x2 + 1) as E ----jo O. (2). sin{Ex)/E rv x as 

(E ----jo 0). 
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Chapter 3 Basic Properties for the Lorenz 

System 

In this chapter we introduce some known elementary properties for the Lorenz 

system that are useful for our works. For the treatments of this chapter, we 

mainly refer to [40], [32], [46], [57] and [59]. 

1). Fixed points: Equating the right sides of the Lorenz equations (1.1), we 

find that when ° < r < 1 there is a unique fixed point 0, and when r > 1 there 

are three fixed points 0, C'I,2' Therefore, Lorenz equations have three fixed points 

depending on the parameter values: 

o (0,0,0) 

(Jb(r -1), Jb(r -1),1' -1) 

(-Jb(1' - 1), -Jb(r - 1), l' - 1) 

(3.1) 

And the characteristic equations for the fixed points 0 and C1,2 are respectively 

given by: 

(3.2) 

>. 3 -I- ((J -I- b -I- 1) >. 2 -I- (J ((J -I- r) >. -I- 2b(J (r - 1) = ° (3.3) 
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These equations are obtained respectively from the matrices Ao and A 1,2: 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Therefore, the fixed point 0 exists for all values of parameters and is a hyperbolic 

sink when 0 < l' < 1 or a saddle point when l' > l. When l' > 1, the bifurcation of 

the fixed point 0 = (0,0,0) results in the appearance of stable fixed points C1 and 

C2 . For l' > 1, the origin is a non-stable hyperbolic saddle point and the linearized 

matrix Ao of the origin has three real eigenvalues: 

~:-(" + I) ± v(all)'Ha(r - I)J } 
(3.6) 
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When r < 1 , these eigenvalues are all negative; and when r > 1, Al is positive 

and A2,3 are negative. 

Furthermore, if T < rt == (J ((J + b + 3) / ((J - b - 1), the points Cl ,2 are stable fixed 

points. If r > rt, the fixed points Cl ,2 are unstable saddles with two-dimensional 

unstable manifolds, and the system possesses a strange attractor set in the phase 

space (see, for the references, [40] and [32]). These nontrivial fixed points are sinks 

for 1 < r < Tt. A pitchfork bifurcation occurs at r = 1 and a Hopf bifurcation 

occurs at r = Tt (Marsden & McCracken [46] or Guckenheimer & Holmes [32]' 

p.149-152), since the eigenvalues of the linearized matrices A 2,3 are 

(3.7) 

2). Summetrici17l 

The Lorenz equations (1.1) admit the natural symmetry (x,y,z) r. (-x,-y,z) 

without affecting its form. This symmetry persists for all parameter values (J, l' 

and b. Therefore its phase trajectories are symmetric about the z-axis (see, for 

details, [57]). 

3). Global 8tabilil'll 

Consider the Liapunov function 

-, ( ) 1 ( " " ") l' x, y, z = 2" x- + (JY- -I- oz- . (3.8) 

Then F (0,0,0) = 0 aud 

F(x, y, z) = xi; +- oyyt- (J2i = 0 ((1 -I- '1'):ry - :r2 - y'2 - bz'2) . (3.9) 
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Thus ifr < 1 ,then F(x,y,z) < ° for all (x,y,z) i=- (0,0,0) since 

{ 
< ° 2 ') ') (1 + r )xy - x - y- - bz-

:::; -(x - y)2 - bz 2 < ° 
if xy < 0, 

(3.10) 

if xy ~ 0. 

Therefore, the equilibrium point 0 = (0,0,0) is globally asymptotically stable (see 

[32], [40] and [57]). 

4). Bounded Globall1! Attracting Set 

By virtue of the Lorenz system, we have 

div(x, y, i) 
(3.11) 

-(a + b + 1) < 0. 

Hence, as time t increases, the phase volume in any place of the phase space 

undergo an exp( a + b + 1 )t-fold contraction. The space volume decrease is not due 

to multidirectional compression, on the contrary, compression in some direction is 

accompanied by stretching in others (See Guckenheimer & Holmes [32]' Sparrow 

[57]). 

5). Invariant Axis 

The z-axis, 1= {(O,O,.'O)I- 00 < z < oo}, is invariant for Lorenz system (1.1). 

All trajectories which start OIl line l remain on it and tend towards the origin 

o = (0,0,0). Furthermore, all stable orbits which rotate around the z-axis do so 

in a clock-wise direction when viewed from above the plane z = ° (see, for details, 

Chapter ~). This fact follows [rom that if x = ° thell c;:: > 0 when y > ° and 
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: < 0 when y < 0 (for a global description for the structure of stable manifold, 

see Jackson [40J-The Lorenz System 1). 

6). Local Stable and Unstable Manifolds 

When r > 1 , linearized matrix Ao, (3.4), has three eigenvalues: 

1 o 

e1,2 = ~ (a - 1 ± j(a - 1)2 + 4a1' ) (3.12) 

o 1 

corresponding to the eigenvalues >'1,2 and >'3 in (3.6). Therefore, the origin has a 

two- dimensional stable manifold WS(O) and a one-dimensional unstable manifold 

W U
( 0) which are respectively tangent, at the origin, to the stable subspace E S = 

span{ e2, e3} and the unstable subspace E U = span{ ed. 

7). Boundedness of the solutions 

We can find bounded and invariant sets in which the solutions are contained from 

some time on. We shall follow the construction of Sparrow (1982), [57J, considering 

a Lyapunov function 

<) <) ( <) V(x, y, z) = 1'X- + ay- + a z - 21')-. (3.13) 

For the derivative with respect to Lorenz system (1.1), we obtain 

\l(x, y, z) = -2a(1'x2 + y2 + bz 2 - 2brz). (3.14) 

N ow consider the ellipsoid 

{ 
3 ') <) ') ')} E= (x,y,Z)ER Irx-+y-+b(z-I')-Sbr- . (3.15) 
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Then vex, y, z) has the maximum value m = br 2 > 0 on the bounded closed set 

E. Consider also the ellipsoid 

(3.16) 

where 0 > 0 is small. Then E CEo. 

If P = (xo, Yo, zo) ~ Eo, then P ~ E and thus lI(P) ~ -20-0 < O. It follows 

that the values V (x, y, z) along the orbit which starts at P = (xo, Yo, zo) must 

decrease; and after a finite time the orbit enters the region E and does not leave 

it again (for the details, see [32]' [57] and [59]). 
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Chapter 4 Local Behaviors of the Unstable 

Orbits 

In this chapter we will consider the equivalent Lorenz system 

x' k(y - x) 

y' x(l-z)-EY ( 4.1) 

Z' xy - E bz 

where k = ; > 0 and E = ~ > O. Since this system is invariant under the 

transformation (x, y, z) f---)o (-x, -y, z), it is sufficient to study the orbits in domain 

{(x, y, z) Ix > 0, y > O}. In this chapter we investigate the system (4.1) by using a 

cylindrical pendulum system as a comparison system. By letting E = 0, the system 

(4.1) becomes 

x' k(y-x) 

y' x(l - z) (4.2) 

z' xy 

In general, the system (4.1) is called a perturbed system whereas the system (4.2) 

is called an unperturbed system. In Section 4.1, we show that the system (4.2) 

can be considered to be a cylindrical pendulum system. In Section 4.2, we use 

the stable manifold theorem (Theorem 2.10) and Grobman--Hartman theorem 

(Theorem 2.9) to describe the qualitative behaviours of the unstable orbits for the 
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pendulum system {and for the system (4.2). In Section 4.3, by applying the well-

known "continuous dependence on parameter theorem" to the perturbed system 

(4.1), we describe the local properties for the unstable orbits of the system (4.1). 

4.1 Cylindrical Pendulum System 

In this section we study the qualitative behaviours of the unstable orbit of the 

origin for the unperturbed system (4.2). For this purpose, we will consider the 

cylinders: 

( ) 
') ') 3 

Be = { x, y, z Iy- + (I - z)- = c} C R , (c> 0: constant). (4.3) 

Then the cylinders Be satisfy Lhe following property: 

Lemma 4.1 The cylinders (4.3) are invariant 'under the system (4.2). Therefore, 

He{x, y, z) = y2 + (I - z)2 = c are the 'integral curves of system (4.2). 

Proof. Let 

H(x, y, z) = y'2 + (1 - z)2. 

Then, since 

dH oil . dx + oIl . ciy + oIl . ciz 
ciT ox ciT By ciT OZ ciT 

2yy' - 2(1 - z )z' 

2(xy(1- z) - (1- z)xy) 

0, 
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the cylinder Se, (c > 0), is invariant under the system (4.2). Q.E.D. 

The invariance of the cylinders Se implies that they are the integral surfaces of 

the system (4.2) (and thus every solution of (4.2) with a initial value in Se remains 

in the same surface Se). 

From now on, we will consider the specific cylinder 

(4.4) 

Now we let 

{ 

y = 

z = 

cosO -3'if 'if 
-- < 0 <-. 2 - - 2 (4.5) 

sin (} + 1 

Then, from system (4.2), we obtain the following system: 

{:: : : cos 0 - kx 

(4.6) 

This is a dampted pendulum system with friction -kx which has equilibrium points 

at the points: 

(±~,o) and (mod 21r). (4.7) 

These equilibrium points satisfy the following properties. 

Lemma 4.2 For the pend-ulum system (4.6), 

(i). (-fr, 0) and e;, 0) are unstable saddles for all parameter values; 

(ii). (fr, 0) is a sink if k > /1; 
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(iii). (~, 0) is a spiral focus if k < 4; 

and 

(iv). if k = 4, the point (~, 0) is an asymptotically stable node. 

Proof. The linearization matrix A of the system (4.6) is given by 

(4.8) 

At the point (-~, 0) , the linearized matrix A is given by 

A 
[ 

OIl 
-k sin () -k 

(0 ,x)=( -rr/2,O) 

[: ~k] 
(4.9) 

Since the characteristic equation of matrix A is ).2 + k)' - k = 0, the eigenvalues 

are given by 

(4.10) 

One of these eigenvalues is positive and the other is negative since k > O. Therefore 

the points (-~, 0) and e;, 0) are unstable saddles. 
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One the other hand, at the point (~, 0), the matrix A becomes 

(4.11) 

So the eigenvalues of matrix A are Al,2 = ~[-k ± Vk2 - 4k J, which are either 

all negative numbers or all complex numbers with negative real parts. Therefore 

the point (~, 0) is a spiral focus (or an asymptotically stable spiral point) if d = 

k2 - 4k < 0 (or k < 4) and a hyperbolic sink if d = k2 - 4k > 0 (or k > 4). 

Furthermore, when d = k2 - 4k = 0, there exists only one eigenvalue which is 

negative. Thus the equilibrium point (~, 0) is an asymptotic stable node. The 

qualitative pictures of the unstable trajectory cPr of the hyperbolic saddle point 

( - ~, 0) are shown in Figures 4.1 & 4.2. For more detailed descriptions, see Section 

4.2. Q.E.D. 

Now using the equation (4.4), we can deduce the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.3 Let ¢r be an unstable orbit of the unperturbed system (4·2). Then ¢r 

satisfies the properties: (i). When k < 4, ¢r spirals into the point Q = (0,0,2); 

and (it). when k > 4, ¢r lends towards the point Q = (0,0,2) without spiraling. 

Proof. By Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 11.3, the unstable orbit ¢r of the equilibrium 

point (-~,O) of the system (/1.11) tenus towards the equilibrium point (~,O) as 
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Figure 4.1, Non-spiral motion of the unstable trajectory of the point (-~, 0) when 

k> 4. 

T ~ 00. Furthermore, this orbit has a spiral (non-spiral) motion near the point 

(~, 0) if k < 4 (respectively if k 2:: 4). Therefore, by joining the system (4.11) wi th 

the system (4.4), we can conclude the proof. Q.E.D. 

The two different kinds of behaviors of the unstable orbit are shown in Figures 

4.3 and 4.4. 

4.2 Stabilities at the Point (x, y, z) = (0,0,2) 

For the stable and unstable properties of the unstable orbit of the fixed point 

o = (0,0,0) for the unperturbed system (4.2), we must investigate the system 

(4.5) in a neighborhood of the point 0 = ~. 
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0.2 

0.1 

-1 
-0.1 

-0.2 

Figure 4.2, Spiral motion of the unstable trajectory of the point (-~, 0) when 

k < 4. 

Since cosO can be expanded by the Taylor series at point 0 = ~: 

cos 0 = - 0 - - + -- 0 - -( 7r) sin T] ( 7r ) 

2 3! 2' ( 7r 7r) 2" < 17 < 0 or 0 < ''7 < 2" ,(4.12) 

the nonlinear system (4.5) can be written by 

{ :' 
x 

(4.13) 

k(~ - 0) - kx + R(O) 

or by 

{ 

(0 - ~)' 
x' 

x 
( 4.14) 

-k(O - ~) - kx + R(O) 

where 

( ) 
_ sin 1] ( 'fr ) 3 

RO -- 0--
3! 2' (

'fr 7r) 2" < '/ < 0 or 0 < IJ < 2" ' 
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Figure 4.3, Non-spiral motion of the unstable orbit for the unperturbed system 

(4.2) when k > 4. 

Again the system (4.14) can be written by the form 

u' = Au -I- f(u) (4.15) 

where 

and f(u) = [ 0 1 
R(O) . 

We will here apply the "stability by linearization theorem-Theorem 2.10" into 

the system (4.15). Since f(u) is continuously differentiable (and thus Lipschitz-
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Figure 4.4, Spiral motion of the unstable orbit for the unperturbed system (4.2) 

when k < 4. 

continuous) in u and 

1
. IIJ(u) II 
1m '--"'-'-

u-'O lIuli 

the system (4.15) satisfies the all required conditions for Theorem 2.10. Now since 

the matrix A has eigenvalues ).1,2 = (-k ± Vk 2 - 4k )/2 (all of these eigenvalues 

have negative real parts), Theorem 2.10 implies that the point u = 0 (and thus 

(0, x) = (~, 0)) is asymptotically stable and the attraction is in a exponaltial in 

the neighborhood of u = 0 or in the neighborhood of (0 , x) = (~, 0). 

On the other hand, we can prove the same property by applying the "Liapunov 
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stability theorem -Theorem 2.11" into the linear system 

u' = Au, where u = [0 - ~ ], A = [0 1]. 
x -k -k 

(4.16) 

Consider the Liapunov function 

k ( 7f)2 1 ') 
V (a , x) ="2 a - 2" + 2" x-. (4.17) 

Since V(~, 0) = 0 and V(O, x) > 0 for (0 x) =1= G, 0), V is positively definite. 

Furtherrnore, since 

V'(O, x) = k (0 - i) 0' + xx' = -kx2 if x =1= 0, 

V(O, x) has negatively definite derivative. Therefore, by Theorem 2.11, fixed point 

(0, x) = (~, 0) is asymptotically stable. 

For the more qualitative descriptions of the orbits near point (0, x) = G, 0), we 

will apply the Grobman-Hartman theorem (Theorem 2.8) or the stable manifold 

theorem (Theorem 2.9) to the nonlinear system (4.16) (or the system (4.5)). 

U sing the transformation 

{ 

U = 0 - ~ 
v = x 

(4.18) 

the linear system (4.16) can be changed to the system 

{ 

u' 

v' 

(4.19) 

-k(u -/- v)) 
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The roots of the characteristic equation of this corresponding linear system are 

given by 

Tl,2 = 
-k ± Jk2 - 4k 

2 
( 4.20) 

When k < 4, these roots are complex numbers with the negative real part and 

when k 2: 4 they are all negative real. 

On making use of the equation (4.20), we can write the general solution of 

system (4.19) into the form: 

(4.21) 

If k :2: 4, the solutions (4.21) are exponentially decreasing by the exponential ratio 

er1T and therefore they are sink (see Figure 4.1). If k < 4, the solutions (4.21) can 

be changed into the trigonometric form: 

(:) 
(4.22) 

where p = Jk'2 - 4k > 0 and C1 and C2 are arbitrary constants. These solutions 

infinitely spiral towards the point (0,0) and thus the solutions (0, x) of system 

(4.16) infinitely spiral towards the point (~, 0). 

Here we note that the solutions (4.22) are not periodic since their values do not 

repeat. However, their motions are oscillatory and thus the solutions are usually 
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called l damped periodic with the damped period (or with the damped frequency) 

On the other hand, for the equation (4.16), we have x' < 0 when x = 0 and 

() > ~; and x' > 0 when x = 0 and 0 > ~. Therefore the direction of their spiral 

motions must be clockwise as shown in Figure 4.2. 

By applying Grobman-Hartman Theorem (or the stable manifold theorem), 

we can draw the same properties for the nonlin.ear system (4.6). From these argu-

ments, we obtain the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.4 Let ¢r(P), ¢o(P) = P, be an 'Unstable orbit of the origin of the 

'Unperturbed system (4.2) and suppose k < 4. Then there exists a sequence of 

followings: 

(1). Xl > X3 > ... > X2n-1 > X2n+! ... > 0; 

(2). X2 < X4 < ... < X2n < X2(n+2) < ... < 0 

and 

(3). Xn --1 0 as n --1 00. 

Proof. By the above arguments, there exists a sequence (O:n)n2':1 such that 

n H 
O:n = ('2' xn) E the unstable manifold of point (- '2' 0) 

lSee, for the definition, WI.Tenenbaum & II. Pollard (1985), P.351 
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for the system (4.5) where the sequence (X1t)1t~l satisfies the three conditions (1), 

(2) and (3). Therefore, by the equation (4.4), we make the conclusion (see Figure 

4.2). Q.E.D. 

4.3 Local Behaviors of the Unstable Orbit for the Per

turbed System 

In Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we studied the properties of the unstable orbit of the origin 

o = (0,0,0) for the unperturbed system (4.2). Now, for the perturbed system 

(4.1), we will use the "continuous dependence on parameters" theorem-Theorem 

2.4-on page 28. Now to apply Theorem 2.4 into the systems (4.1), we will consider 

the vector field 1 defined by 

k(y - x) 0 

1(E,x,y,Z)= x(l-z) -E y E ~ O. ( 4.23) 

xy bz 

Note that the perturbed system (4.1) can be represented by 

u' = 1 (E , u), u = [x, y, z rr E R 3 , 0::; E < 1. (4.24) 

For a while, in this section, we will allow the parameter E to take values in 

the open interval (-1,1). By letting E = 0, the unperturbed system (4.2) can be 

represented by the form (4.24): 

u ' = 1(0, u). (4.25) 
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Since the function f(E, X, y, z) are Lipschitz-continuous with respect to the vari-

abIes E, x, y and z (since f is continuously differentiable with respect to those 

variables), the system (4.24) satisfies the conditions for the continuous dependence 

on parameter theorem-Theorem 2.4. Therefore, by applying Theorem 2.4, we 

obtain the following two theorems. 

Theorem 4.1 Let ¢(E, T) be an 'Unstable orbit of the origin 0 = (0,0,0) for the 

pert-urbed system (4.1). Then, Jar any given r > 0, there exist a n'Umber 8 and a 

time TO s'Uch that 

I¢(E, TO) - (0,0,2)1 < r Jar 0< E < 8. (4.26) 

Proof. Let ¢( T) be the unstable manifold of origin 0 for the unperturbed system 

(4.2). Then, by Lemma 4.3, we can find a time TI such that 

I¢(T) - (0,0,2)1 < ~ for T ~ TI' (4.27) 

Moreover, since ¢(E, T) -. 0 and ¢(T) -. 0 as T -. -00, for any given TI > 0, we 

can find a time TO (which is dependent on the parameter E ) such that 

(4.28) 

Now, by applying the continuous dependence on parameter theorem, we can find 

a small 8 > ° and a time T2 such that 

1 
' ·1 r ¢(E,T)-¢(r) <2" if ° ~ E < 6 and T ~ T2. (4.29) 
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Take TO = min{Tl' T2}. Then, by (4.27), (4.28) and (4.29), we obtain the inequality 

(4.26). Q.E.D. 

Using the same arguement and Lemma 4.4, we can prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.2 Suppose k < 4 and let 1(E, T) be an unstable orbit of the origin for 

the perturbed system (4.1). Then, for any r > 0 and p > 0, there exist a point 

P = (x, 0,2), a number 6 > 0 and a time TO s'uch that 

IP - (0,0,2)1 < rand 11(£, To)1 < p, for 0:::; E < 6. (4.30) 
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The WKB theory has been known as a powerful tool to obtain a global approx-

imation for the solution of a linear differential equation whose highest derivative 

is multiplied by a small parameter E. The WKB approximation, order by order in 

powers of E, consists of exponentials of elementary integrals of algebraic functions 

such as Airy functions or parabolic cylinder function. WKB approximation is suit-

able for linear differential equations of any order, for initial value or boundary-value 

problems (See Bender and Orszag [7]; Murray [48]). 

5.1 Introduction 

In this section, we will find asymptotic solutions for the linearized differential 

equation 

x k(y - x) 

X(1-Z)-EY 

i -E bz 

From (5.1), we obtain the differential equa.tions 

{ 

dx 
d~ 

~ 
dz 

:k(X _ y) 

--\(x - 1.) -I- .1L 
z b:: 

1 
--\=-»1. 

Eb 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 
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Now, from (5.1) and (5.2), we obtain the second-order differential equation 

1/ 1 ( ( ))' >..2", x + - 1 - >.. k + E X + -f) (Z - 1 - €)X = 0 
Z Z-

(5.3) 

where the prime (') denotes differentiation with respect to the variable z, i.e., 

d 
dz' 

For the general purpose, we shall use the following second-order homoegneous 

linear differential equation: 

wl/(Z; >..) + p(z; >..)w'(z) + q(z; >..) = 0 (5.4) 

where p and q are analytic functions of z and real parameter >... 

Here we wish to find the asymptotic expansions for w(x; >..) as parameter>" tends 

to infinity (Le., as >.. --. 00) by using an appropriate method other than finding the 

exact solution of (5.4) and consider the asymptotic form of it. In general, a more 

convenient form of (5.4) for the study is obtained by setting 

w(z) = W(z)e~Jp(z)dz 

which gives in place of (5.4) 

WI/(z) + J{z)W(z) = 0 

where 

1, 1 f) 

J{z)=q--p --p-. 
2 4 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 
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Now substituting 

l-"\(k+<l 

X=W(Z)Z :l (5.8) 

into the equation (5.3), we have 

(5.9) 

Hence we study an asymptotic problem associated with a differential equation 

in which an independent parameter ,,\ -. 00. This problem illustrates one aspect 

of singular perturbation theory. The equation (5.6), with f(z;).) = ).2¢o(z), was 

first studied by Liouville (1837) (see [48]). 

are continuous functions), the equation (5.6) was studied independently in the 

1920s by Wentzel, Kramers and Brillouin which accounts for the WKB name for 

their procedure. 

The method described in this section is a modification of the original WKB 

procedure. In this paper, we use the matrix form for the WKB asymptotic solu-

tions. This updated matrix form [or the WKB approximations is more convenient 

to find the solutions of x and y simultaneously. This technique is that advocated 

by Murray (1973) in his text [48J. Here we expect that the second order differential 

equation (5.8) might have au asymptotic expansion o[ the form 

00 

w(:c; ,,\) rv exp(2: gn(,,\)'ljJn(x)} as ,,\ -. 00 (5.10) 
n=O 
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where 

9n+1(A) = O(9n(A)), n = 0,1, ... , as A -t 00. 

Then the equation (S.6) with 

(5.11) 

has the asymptotic solutions 

1 JZ 1/2 (1)1(1]) -1 
W1,2(Z) rv 1/') , exp(±i {AcPO (1]) +- Ij'"J }d1]) x {I +- O(A )}(S.12) 

cPo-(z) 2cPo-(1]) 

as long as cPo(z) i 0 in the z-range in question (see Murray's text [48], p.l11-lIS, 

1984). In particular, the equation (S.6) with f(z; A) = A2cPo(Z) has been known as 

the Liouville's equation and its asymptotic solutions as A -. 00 are given by 

These solutions are very useful for the asymptotic matching procedure near the 

transition point (see Sectioll S.3. Note that by (5.8) and (5.12) or (S.13), we have 

(S.14) 

where A a.nd B a.re arbitrary constants. By the relation y = x +- ..!bE.. = x - .z..x' 
kdr >'1.' 

we can obtain the solution of y. 
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5.2 WKB Solutions for the Linearized System 

In this section we will represent the equation (5.2) as the matrix form 

u ' = ).A(z)u (5.15) 

where the prime(') denotes the differentiation with respect to the variable z and 

1 [-k k 1 A(z) = -; , 

1- z -E 

Here the matrix A (z) can be decomposed into 

where 

1 
).=-»l. 

Eb 

Ao(z) = 

[: : 1 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

Now, by the arguments in the introductory part, it is natural to expect that the 

asymptotic solutions of the system (5.15) might be the form 

(5.19) 

where 

[ 

</JI(z) 
<I>(z) = 0 (5.20) 



and 

(j=O,l,2, ... ). 

Then, we obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.1 The system (5.15) has the following asymptotic solutions: 

(i). If d(z) = 1 -\- t(1- z) > 0 (or z < 1 -\- ~), then we have 

where 

zit, (1=F;;r;) ( 1 ) t 
k -\- 4 - 4z 

lU 

( 
2 ) =FbV k+4 

x v'k -\- 4 -\- v'k -\- 4 - 4z ' 

k 
-In(z) ± Fkv'k -\- 4 - 4z 
2 

± ~ ; v' k2 
-\- 4k ( 4z ) 

2 (v' k -\- 4 -\- v' k -\- 4 - 4z )2 

and A and B are arbitrary constants. 

(ii). Ifd(z) = 1 -\- t(1- z) < 0 (or z > 1 -\- V, then 

[:] ~ [ 

bl(Z) 

l-i0'b 1(z) 

-j-O(,\ -1) 
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(5.21) 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 
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where 

1 (fh f¥) 1 1 4" i k _ k+4 
b1,2{Z) = Z2& ( ) exp ±- --cos 1 -- , 

4z - k - 4 b k + 4 Liz 
(5.26) 

(5.27) 

and C and D are arbitrary constants. 

Proof. By differentiating the equation (5.19), we have 

u' = {A{Bo<I>') + (Bb + B-1<I>') + A -l{B~l + B-2<I>') + ... 
(5.28) 

+A -j+l{B~j+l + B -j<I>') + ... } exp(A<I»UO. 

and, by substituting (5.19) into the equation (5.15), we have 

(5.29) 

Now, equating the coefficients of the equations (5.28) and (5.29) for each power of 

A, we obtain 

Bo<I>' = AoBo (5.30) 

and 

(5.31) 

Thus, from the equation (5.30), we can find the matrices Bo and <I> by the following 

procedure: 

(1) . <1>'= 
[ 

¢~ 0 1 
o cjJ~ , 

(P~ = i-th eigenvalue of Ao, (i = 1,2) 
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and 

(2). Bo diagonalizes the matrix Ao. 

First of all, we must find the diagonal matrix <1>'. Since the characteristic 

equation of Ao is given by 

det(Ao - aI) det [ ~ - ~ -~ 1 
1- - -a z 

a~ - -a + - 1 --'l k k( 1') 
z z z' 

If z i= 1 + ~, Ao has two different eigenvalues 

where 

4 
d(z) = 1 + -(z - 1). 

k 

Therefore, we have 

<1>' = ~ [ 1 + fiW 0 1 (z i= 1 + kj4). 
2z 0 1 - Jd(z) , 

and, by substituting this into (5.30) and (5.31), we obtain the matrix Bo: 

k 
(zi=l+-) 

4 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 
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where bi (z) and b2(Z) can be obtained respectively from the differential equations 

(for the detail, see Appendix B) 

bl (z) = (_1_ + _1 _ 1 ) b
1
(z) 

1 kd(z) 2bz 2bzjd{;) 
(5.37) 

and 

(5.38) 

Thus, if z < 1 + ~, we have 

{J
Z (1 1 1)} exp -- + - =t= dr} 

kd(1]) 2b1] 2bzJd(1]) 

zts(l=F~ ( 1 )t 
k + 4 - 4z 

lCi:". 

( 
2 )HVk+4 

x Vk + 4 + v' k + 4 - 4z ' 
(5.39) 

and 

= JZ k(1 + ~ ) d1] 
277 

k "2 In z ± Vk v'k + 4 - 4z 

Jk2 +- 4k 4z 
± In r;-:-;--; . 

2 (v k + 4 + y'k + 4 - 4z)2 
(5.40) 

If z > 1 + ~, then 

{JZ (1 1 i)} exp --. +- - ± dr7 
kd(,/) 2bl/ 2bzJ-d(lJ) 

.l.. 1 :\ i k -1 k -I- 4 
1 ({;f; rn Z2b exp ±- -- cos --. C1Z - (k -/- 4)) b k + 4 4z 

(5.41) 



and 

Finally, by taking lio as 

and 

Uo = [ : ] , 

k 
for z < 1 +--

4 

k 
for z > 1 -\- -

4' 

we obtain the results (5.22) and (5.25). 
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(5.42) 

Q.E.D. 

Here we note that the point z = 1 + ~ is a singular point for the integrals 

(5.39)-(5.42). The point z = 1 -I- ~ is a simple pole for the function 

1 

kd(z) k -I- 4 - 4z 

and a branch point for the two valued function 

Here we will show how one can determine uniquely the specific path of the inte-

gratiolls. 



o 
------r-----------~~--~~--~--~z 

Figure 5.1, A branch cut at the branch point z = 1 -/- ~ 
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If the contour ancl. the branch line from z = 1 -/- ~ are drawn as in Figure 5.1, 

for example, 

arg ( (£I (z ) ) ~) ~ arg(l;(z - 1) - 1) 

~ arg (z - (1 -/- ~)) -f ~ as z - (1 -/- ~) 1 0 

and thus (d(z)) ~ changes from the complex function to the real function. In 

other words, if we take Jd(z) as the positive branch of (d(z))t such that 0 :::; 

arg( fi{;)-) < '1r, then i J -d (z) -f - Jd (z) as z passes through the point z = 1 -\- ~ 

from range z > 1 -\- ~ Lo range z < 1 -/- ~. 

On the other hand, since b~ (z) and b~ (z) do noL exist at the point z = 1 -/- ~, 

their analytic continuations are impossible at this point. Thus this point is a 

singular point. Despite their discontinuities at the point z = 1 -/- ~, b~ (z) and 

b~(z) can be represented by continued forms when z < 1 +~. As z passes through 
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z = 1 -I- ~, it does not affect the terms. In the following section, we will explain 

how the solutions in the range z > 1 + ~ are connected with the solutions in the 

range z < 1 -I- ~, when the variable z moves through the point z = 1 -I- ~ (see, 

for more details, Section 5.3). Thus, from Theorem 5.1, we obtain the following 

corollary. 

Corollary 5.1 The asymptotic solutions of x and y for the linear system (5.15), 

are written by the followings: (i). If z < 1 + ~, then 

{

X rv AJ{z) + BY(z) 

y rv l-~ AJ{z) + l+~ BY(z) 
(5.43) 

where A and b are constants; and 

1 ( _ ~ >'(k+ ,p+:ik) 
exp (>"Vk'l. -I- 4kJ1- £) z":rb 1 V k-H}+ V2 

J{z) rv k+4 

( 
4::: ) 1/4 ( J 4:::)A .k

2
+4k -t rz; 1-- 1+ 1-- v' Vk-H 

k+4 k+4 

(5.44) 

and 

[( )" ~_111' -L(l+ Ci2\+>'(k- ~) 1 -I- J 1 - ~ v' b k+4 ., 2b V k-H } V2 
k+4 ~ 

Y{z)rv 1/4 

( 1 -~) exp (>"Vk'l. + 4kJ1 - £) k+4 k+4 

(5.45) 

(ii). If z > 1 -I- ~, then 

{

X rv EJ{z) + FY{z) 
(5.46) 

y rv ~ (1 -/- J-d{z)tanw) .I{z) -I- f (1- J-d(z) cotlll) Y{z) 

where E and F are constants; and 

"' ('~k -t- it;) 
J (z) rv - I cos II! , 

( ...1~ _ 1) 1" 
k+4 

(5.47) 
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( >.k 1) 
Z T+2l) 

Y (Z) rv 1 sin W, 

(~ _1)4 
k+4 

(5.48) 

where 

)..Vk'2 -I- 4k - - -- cos-1 --( - 1{;f') (k-l-4) 
b k -I- 4 4z 

4 
(5.49) 

Proof. The first part results from Theorem 5.1, and therefore we should prove 

only the second part. When z > 1 -I- %, the asymptotic solutions of x and yare 

written by the exponential forms: 

( >'k 1) 
Z T+2l) - -

x rv 1 (C exp(iW) -I- D exp( -iW)) 
( 

4z 1) 4 
k+4 -

and 

Z('2
k

+,ft) ( 1 - iJ-d(Z) _ 1 +- iJ-d(z) _ ) 
y rv 1 C exp(iW) +- D exp( -iW) 

(~ _ 1)4 2 2 
k+4 

Thus, these solutions can be represented by the following trigonometric forms: 

( >'k 1) 
Z T+:U; 

x rv 1 (( C -/- D) cos W) + i (C - D) sin W) ) 
(~ _ 1)4 

k+4 

and 

where 

W = ).. k - (z - 1) - 1 - ).. V k'2 -1- II k - - -- cos -1 -- . - J4. ( - l{;f;-) (k-l-4) 
k Ii k -/- ,1 4z 
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Now letting E = 1+i e + l-!D F = i-lC - i+lD and W = ~ - 1!: we obtain 
') :2' J2 ') ii' V V V V . 

( >'1< 1) 
Z 2+2"6 

x '" 1 (E cos W + F sin w) 
(k~4 - 1):{ 

and 

Y'" 
z(¥-+-Jr,) 1 . ~ ( E (cos w + FiN sin w) ). 

U~:4 - 1) 4 2 + F (sin IJ! - J -d (z) cos w) 
These results complete the proof. Q.E.D. 

5.3 Asymptotic Matchings near the Transition Point 

In Section 5.2, we saw that the WKB approximation (5.19) for the linear system 

(5.15) is not valid in the neighborhood of the point Zo = 1 + ~ where the matrix A 

has a single eigenvalue. In fact, the WKB solutions in Theorem 5.1 (or in Corollary 

5.1), are singular at the point Zo = 1 + ~ and the matrix Bo does not exist at this 

point since d{zo) = O. Furthermore, the character of solution (5.19) is crucially 

dependent on the character of the eigenvalues of A. The point z = Zo corresponds 

to the zero of <Po(z) in thE: second order differential equation 

(5.50) 

Therefore, the zeros of the function <Po(z) are called transition points or turning 

points. 

Now, in this section, we will show that there is a general procedure, which 

is based on the method of matched asymptotic expansions, for constructing a 
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global approximation to the solution of the linear differential equation (5.1) in a 

neighborhood of the transition point z = Zoo This procedure consists of joining 

together the two kinds of WKB-approximations which are valid respectively in the 

regions Z E (O,zo) and Z E (Zo, (0). 

Let us recall that, from the linear differential equation (5.1), we could deduce 

the second order differential equation (5.50) where 

k k 
10 = <) (z - 1 - -4) I 

z-
k 

11(Z) = 2bz 2 ' (5.51) 

Therefore, the linear differential equation (5.1) has the single transition point Zo = 

1 +- ~. I-Ience we will use the following approximations: 

10 ~ 1b(zo)(z - zo) = ~(z - zo), 
~o 

11 ~ 11 (zo) +- 1~ (zo)(z - zo) = 2b:g - ~(z - zo) (5.52) 

12 ~ ¢2(ZO) +- ¢;(zo)(z - zo) = ~ (1 - b) (* - ~(z - zo)) 

in the range Iz - zol « 1. Then the equation (5.50) becomes 

(5.53) 

If we let s = (A2kjz6)1/3(zO - z) and W = W(s), the equation (5.53) becomes 

W - 1 - -- - -(1 - r;) s +- -, - +- -(1 - r;) W = 0 (5.54) 
.. { ( ). -1 ). -2 1) ( ). -1 ). -2 1 )} 

bzo 8kzQ b- 2b 4k b-

where the dot (.) means the differentiation with respect to s. 
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Now, for large parameter A :>.> 1, we may apply a perturbation technique to 

find the solutions of the equation (5.54), i.e., if we consider 

(5.55) 

to be the solution of (refeq:5-3-5), then the solutions Wi, (i = 0,1,2, ... ) can be 

obtained from the equations: 

Wo - sWo = 0, 

.. { ]} 1 Wl - Wl - -Wo + -Wo = 0, 
bzo 2bzo 

.. { 1 1 ( I)} 1 W2 - W2 - -Wl - -- 1- '0 Wo s- --Wl 
bzo 8kzo b- 2bzo 

-~ (1 - ~) Wo = 0 
4k b2 ' 

.. { 1 1 ( I)} 1 W3 - W3 - -W2 - -- 1 - '0 WI S - --W2 
bzo 8kzo b- 2bzo 

-~(1- 1')) WI =0, 
4k b-

(5.56) 

which satisfy the initial conditions 

Wo(O) = W(O), WI (0) = W2(0) = ... = O. (5.57) 

The first equation of (5.56) is the Airy equation which is known to have the 

following general solutioll: 

Wo(s) = 0: Ai(s) + ,fJl3i(s), (0:,,fJ: constallLs), (5.58) 
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where Ai (s) and Bi( s) are the Airy functions defined by the integral equations!: 

Ai(s) = - cos(-t 2 + st)dt, 11000 1 
7f a 3 

(5.59) 

(5.60) 

Since the Airy functions are given by integral equations, they are continuous func-

tions and not singular at the point s = O. 

Next, the remainders in (5.56) can be written by the non-homogeneous Airy 

equations: 

(5.61) 

where 

h(s) - (--Ls + _1_) Wo 
bZQ 2bzQ ' 

(5.62) 

(j ~ 2). 

Since the homogeneous linear differential equations of (5.61) are Airy equations, 

the solutions of their non-homogeneous equations can be written in terms of the 

Airy functions. To solve the non-homogeneous equations (5.61), we may apply 

various standard methods-for instance, the method of variation of parameters or 

the method of undetermined coefficients2. Then their solutions can be written as 

(5.63) 

lSee Olver [49], P.392-394, or Bender & Orszug (1978) [7], P. 569-570. 

2See Bender & Orszug [7], P.14-20. 
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where aj and (:Jj are arbitrary constants and Wr(s) = W[Ai(s), Bi(s)] = ~ is the 

Wronskian of the Airy functions, Ai(s) and Bi(s). By the initial conditions (5.57), 

we obtain the solutions 

Therefore, the equation (5.55) has the asymptotic solution 

W(s) "-' a Ai(s) + (:J Bi(s) + O(A -1). (5.65) 

which is valid in a neighborhood of s. Hence we will divide the z-axis into the 

three regions: 

(i). region I = {z : A -2/3 « Zo - z } , 

ii). region II = {z : Iz - zol « 1}, 

and 

iii). region III = {z : A -2/3 « z - zo}. 

In regions I and III, the WKB-approximations of the linear system (5.1) are valid 

but, in region II, the WKB-approximations are not valid because there is a tran

sition point z = zoo However, in region II, we may consider the Airy equation 

vV ( s) - s W ( s) = 0 (5.66) 

to be the approximate differential equation [or the linear system (5.1). 

Now we will show that regions I and II, and regions II and III have an overlap 

in which both the WKB-approximations and the Airy-function approximations are 
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valid. This enables us to match together asymptotically the solutions in the three 

regions. Through this matching process, we obtain the three kinds of solutions 

which together constitute a global approximation to the solution of the linear 

system (5.1). Then we can show how two kinds of the WKB-solutionsjoin together. 

So now we must find the asymptotic solutions for the Airy functions. However, 

in this paper, we will skip the methods to find the asymptotic solutions of the Airy 

functions because readers can easily find various methods from many mathematical 

books (see references). 

According to Abramowitz and Stegun [1] (or Olver [49]), the Airy functions, 

Ai(s) and Bi(s), have the asymptotic solutions for large s: 

Ai(s) rv 1 exp(-~s3/2) }, 2/81/4 3 (s > 0, as s -; 00) 

Bi(s) rv _1 exp(~s3/2) 
/81/4 3 

(5.67) 

and 

Ai{s) rv 
I el 13/

2 
")} /1811/'1 cos :3 s - "4 , 

(s < 0, as s -; -(0). 

Bi(s) rv -1 sin(~lsI3/2 _ II:) 
/1811/4 3 4 

(5.68) 

Therefore, in region II, the general solutions of the equation (5.67) are given by 

1 {~O: exp( - ~s3/2) 
TV - 3 
I', rv r:;: 1/4 

V 7r S " 3/" +0 exp(ss -) 

} , (s > 0, as s ~ 00) (5.69) 

and 

W rv __ 1 __ { 
..[if Is 1

1/ 4 }, 
-(3 sin(~lsI3/2 - ~) 

(s < 0, as s -; -00) . (5.70) 
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Note that even if z is very close to the transition point Zo with z i= zo, s becomes 

very large as A --. 00 since s = (A2k/z5)1/3(zO - z). 

On the other hand, the Airy equation (5.66) is equivalent to the equation: 

W"(z) + A2cPo(Z)W(z) = 0, 
k 

where cPo i= -,,(z - zo). Zo (5.71) 

Then the general solutions of (5.71) are asymptotically given as3 following: 

1). If z < Zo, then 

(5.72) 

and 

2). if z > Zo, then 

(5.73) 

which is equivalent to the trigonometric form: 

(5.74) 

Note that the constants E and F can be given in terms of the constants C and D 

in (5.73): 

l+i 1-i 
E = --c -1- --D 

J2 J2' 
and 

i-i l+i 
F = --C- --D. 

J2 J2 
(5.75) 

3See Murray (1984), [,18J 
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Now substituting <Po = "*(z - zo) into (5.72) and (5.74), we have 
-0 

w '" s;/4 {A exp ( _~s3/2) + B exp (~s3/2) }, (s > 0, as s --. 00); (5.76) 

and 

W r-.J ~ {E cos (~lsI3/2 - ~f) + F sin (~lsI3/2 - ~f)}, 
(5.77) 

(s < 0, as s --. -00), 

where q = (k~or/6. If we compare these equations with the equations (5.69) and 

(5.70), we obtain 

From these two equations, we have 

E = 2A and F = -B. (5.78) 

Therefore, from Corollary 5.1, we obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.2 The asymptotic solutions of linear system (5.1) are given as fol-

lowing: 

1). If 0 < z < 1 + ~, then 

{ : : J1J(z) + BY(z) 

I-Jl+~(l-Z)/k AJ (z) + l+Jl+~(1-Z)/k BY (z) 
(5.79) 



2). If z > 1 + ~, then 

X rv 

y rv 

AJ(z) + BY(z) 

A (1 + VI + 4(1- z)jk tan w) J(z) 

-~ (1- )1 + 4(1- z)jk cot w) y(z) 
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(.5.80) 

where A and B are arbitrary constants; and J (z), Y (z) and Ware given in Corol-

lary 5.1 on page 78. 
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In this chapter we study the linear system and Bessel equation. In Section 6.1, 

we show that the linear system is related with the well-known Bessel equation and 

its solutions are represented in terms of two Bessel functions. In Sections 6.2 and 

6.3, we apply the WKBJ-method to obtain the asymptotic solutions for the Bessel 

equation of large order p. In Section 6.4, using the cited asymptotic solutions for 

the Bessel functions, we represent the asymptotic solutions of the linear system 

and compare these solutions with the \VKB and WKBJ solutions. In Section 6.5-

6.7, we introduce some properties for the zeros, inequalities and the Wronskian 

of the first and second kinds of Bessel functions. Finally, in Section 6.8, we show 

that, near the z-axis, the stable manifold of the linear system is asymptotically 

represented by the linear equations. For the references, we mainly refer to [IJ, [7], 

[22], [43], [45], [47], [49]' [60J and [61J. 

6.1 Linearized System and Bessel Equation 

Let us consider the linearized system 

x=k(y-x), y = x(1 - z) - E y, 
1 

(>. = - » 1). 
Eb 

(6.1) 



Then, from the first equation of the system (6.1), we have 

1 . 
y = x +-x 

Ie 

and thus 

1 1 
iJ = x + -x = x - E(X + -x) - XZ. 

k k 

So we obtain the second order differential equation 

x + (k + E)X + k(z + E - l)x = O. 

However, since 

. dx dx dz -1 dx 
x=-=-·-=-A z-

dT dz (iT dz 

and 

.. -1 d( -1 dx) -2 (dX d
2

) x = ->. z- -A z- = >. z - + z-'J , 
dz dz dz dz~ 

the equation (6.3) becomes 

-'J 'J d2x -'J _ _ dx 
A -z~-'J + (>. ~ - >. 1k - >. 1E)Z- + k(z + E - l)x = O. 

dz~ dz 

Multiplying >.2 on the both sides of this equation, we have 

'Jd2x dx 'J 

z~-'J + (1- >.(k + E))z->'~k(z + E - l)x = O. 
dz~ dz 

Here we will represent x as a s = viz-function, i.e., 

:1: (z) = U ( Vi). 
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(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 



Then, we have 

and 

dx , 1 
-=U-
dz 2v'z 

d
2
x = U"~ _ U,_I_ 

dz 2 4z 4z3/ 2 
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where the prime (') is the differentiation with respect to the variable s Vz. 

Thus, the equation (6.5) becomes 

1 1;-::-,1;-::- , ') 
-zU" - -y zU + -y z(1 - )"(k + E))U + )"-k(?' + E - I)U = 0 4 4 2 ~ 

or equivalently 

(6.7) 

N ow again we will let 

(6.8) 

where V is a function of variable s and I is a real number to be determined later. 

Since 

and 
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we obtain, from (6.8), the following: 

or equivalently, 

s2V" + (2l- 2'x(1c + E) + l)sV' + (l2 - 2'xl(1c + E) 

(6.9) 

N ow taking l as 

l = ,X(1c + E), (6.10) 

we obtain 

(6.11) 

where 

(6.12) 

Once again, if we let 

t = qs = 2,Xfu (6.13) 

we have 

Vi = dV = dV . ~ = q\! 
ds dt ds 
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and 

II dV' dV' dt 2 dV 2" 
V =-=_·_=q-=qV 

ds dt ds dt 

where the dot(.) means the differentiation with respect to the variable t. Therefore, 

from (6.11), we obtain 

or equivalently 

V + - V + 1 - - V = O. .. 1. ( p2) 
t t2 

(6.14) 

This equation is the standard Bessel equation 1 of order p and its general solution 

can be written by a linear combination of the first and second kinds of the Bessel 

functions of order p, i.e., 

V(t) = AJp(t) + B Yp(t)j (il, B : constants) 

where Jp(t) and Yp(t) are generally written by the integral equations2: 

and 

}~(t) 

(I arg tl < i) 

~ {Jo sin( t sin 0 - pO)dO - 1000 (eP( -/- e -p( COS(p7f) ) 

e-tsinh(d~}, (I argtl < ~). 

Here we summarize these arguements into the following lemma. 

lSee Whittaker & Watson (1952),[61]' p.335-385 

(6.15) 

(6.16) 

(6.17) 

2JI'(t) and YI'(t) can be represented by lllany other integral forms. For the details, see 

Abramowitz & Stegun (1972), [11, p.3(j0. 
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Lemma 6.1 The general solutions of linear system (6.1) are given by: 

(6.18) 

(6.19) 

and 

(6.20) 

where A, Band C are arbitrary constants. 

Proof. The solution of z is directly driven from the third equation of the system 

(6.1.1) and the solution of x is obtained by the equations (6.6), (6.8) and (6.16). 

On the other hand, from the equations (6.2) and (6.4), we have 

1 dx 1 dx dz z dx 
y = x+ -. - = x + -. -. - = x - -'-. 

k dT k dz dT Ak dz 

And, by (6.19), we have 

Now substituting this into (6.21), we have 

y = zl { (1 -_2~)(AJp(qJZ) + BYp(qJZ)) }. 

-%.x1;(AJ;(qv'z) + BY;(qJZ)) 

(6.21) 

(6.22) 

Finally, substituting I = A(k + E) and q = 2AYk (see (6.10) and (6.13)) into this 

equation, we obtain the solutioIl (6.19). Q.E.D. 
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6.2 WKBJ -Approximations for the Bessel Equation 

In this part, using the WKBJ-approximation method, we would like to find the 

asymptotic solutions of the Bessel equation of large order p. Here we consider the 

equation 

') 

11 1, (I p-) 0 
'U + -'U + - - 'U = . 

t t2 (6.23) 

Before finding the solutions of (6.23), we will describe the WKBJ-method3 which 

named after Wenzel, Kramer, Brillouin and Jeffreys. The equation (6.23) can be 

represented by the general form 

(6.24) 

where al{t) = t and a2{t) = 1 - ~. By the change of coordinate 

(6.25) 

the equation (6.24) can be put into the normal form 

w"{t) + r{t)w{t) = 0 (6.26) 

If r(t) were constant, the solution of (6.26) would be well known: For r{t) = 

constant> 0, let r(t) = w2. Then the solution of (6.26) would be 

w (t) = A cos w t -I- B sin w t (6.27) 

3For the information, see [7]. 
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which describes a simple harmonic motion. For r(t) = constant < 0, let -r(t) = 

w2• Then the solution of (6.26) would be 

w{t) = Aewt + Ae -wt (6.28) 

which describes an exponential decay. In both (6.27) and (6.28), A and B represent 

arbitrary constants. 

When r{t) is not constant, we do not have simple solutions like (6.27) and (6.28). 

But if r(t) is slowly varying in a region, it would be approximately constant, and 

the solution should be close to (6.27) or (6.28). In this case, the parameter A, B 

and w will vary with independent variable t. Let us explicitly determine how these 

parameters will vary. Let 

w(t) = eT](t) (6.29) 

be an assumed form of the solution of (6.26) for the non-constant r{t). Here 1] (t) 

is an undetermined function of t. Then, 

(6.30) 

and 

[
d'2TJ + (dTJ)'2] eT](t). 
dt'2 dt 

(6.31) 

Now substituting (6.29) and (6.31) into (6.26), we have 

[ 

'l ()')] d-" dl]-- + - -\-1·{t) 
dt'2 dt 

(6.32) 



which were divided through by eTJ. Let o:(t) = d~~t). Then (6.31) becomes 

do: ') - + 0:- +1' = 0 
dt 

which is of first order but not linear. 
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(6.33) 

Let us now solve (6.33) by successive approximations. From the equation (6.33), 

we have 

2 , 
0: = -1' - 0: (6.34) 

where 0:' ~ :. Let us first consider the case l' < 0 (similarly, we may consider the 

case l' > 0). Then -r(t) = w2(t) (or 1'(t) = w2(t) for the case r > 0) and equation 

(6.34) becomes 

(6.35) 

In our first approximation, take 0:' = O. Then the solution of (6.35) is 0:' = ±w 

(0: = ±iw). Therefore, we have 

and 

0: = ±v'-1', (0: = ±iy'T) 

, 
0: (0:' = ±i1"). 

2ft 

For the next approximation, by substituting (6.36) into (6.35), we have 

') 1 '( ) -1/') 0:- = -1' ± -1' -'/' -
2 ' 

(6.36) 
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and thus 

a ±J-1'[1 ± ~1'I(-1·)-3/2] 

~ ± J=T[1 ± ~1"( -1') -3/2] = ± 0 - ;;, 
(6.37) 

(a ±J-1'[±~1'I(1') -3/2] 

~ ±iJT[1 -I- i 1'I(1')-3/2] = ±i[JT -I- ;;] 

where the inside ± signs coincide with the outside ± signs. Since a = !fit, we have 

w' "" (±J=r - 1"j41')w; 

(w' "" ±i(vr -I-1"j4r)w) 

and 

TJ "" ± J=r dt - - -dt J 1J1" 
4 l' 

where we neglected the arbitrary constant of integration. Hence, 

Substituting this into (6.29) and (6.30), we obtain 

and 

(-1') -1/4 exp[J( -1' )1/2dt] 

[0 -/- ;;]W1(t) 

(-1') -1/4 exp[ - J( -1') 1/2dt] 

[-v-r - ~·:.]W2(t). 

(6.38) 

(6.39) 

(6.40) 

(6.41) 



Hence, the general approximate solution for r < 0 is 

w(t) f"V r(t) -1/4 [A exp (J vCidt) + B exp (- J vCidt)] 

w'(t) f"V (_r)-1/4 [A (vCi - ~;) exp (J v'-rdt) 

- B ( vCi + ~;) exp ( - J vCidt )] . 

By using the same arguments for r > 0, the solution is given by 

{ 

w(t) f"V 

w'(t) f"V 

1·(t)1/4 [C exp (i J v'rdt) + D exp (-i J v'rdt)] 

i(r)1/4 (v'r + ~~) [C exp (i J v'rdt) - D exp (-i J v'rdt)] 

or in the trigonometric form 

w(t) f"V r1/4[Ecos(Jv'rdt+p)+Fsin(Jv'rdt+p)] 

w'(t) f"V r1
/
4 (v'r + ~;) [-E sin (J v'r dt + p) 

+ F cos (J v'r dt + p)] 
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(6.42) 

(6.43) 

(6.44) 

where A, B, C, D, E, F and p are constants. Solutions (6.42) and (6.43) are often 

called the WKBJ-approximations. In the equation (6.44), p is an arbitrary angular 

constant. Then the constants E and F depend on C, D and p. Later, we will 

choose this angular constant p to be p = - ~ since this choice is very convenient for 

comparing the WKBJ-solutions with the solutions obtained by the WKB-method 

or by the other method. 

Let us now apply this method to the equation (6.23): 

v + -v + - - v = . n 1, (1 p2) 0 
t t'2 
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We begin by reducing equation (6.23) to a normal form. Let 

(6.45) 

Then (6.23) becomes 

" [ 1 (2 1)] w + 1 - t2 P - 4' w = O. (6.46) 

By letting pi = p2 - ~, we obtain 

r(t) 
(6.47) 

Now the equation (6.46) is in a normal form: 

w" + r(t)w = O. (6.48) 

From (6.42) and (6.44), we obtain the following results. 

Lemma 6.2 The asymptotic solutions oj Bessel equation (6.23) are given as: 

1). Ijt<p (orz< l+~+O(>.-l)), then 

{ 

u(t) _ 

v'(t) ,~ 

AJp(t) + B }i'p(t) 

Jfz - 1 [JlJp(t) - B}~p(t)l 
(6.49) 

(6.50) 
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(6.51) 

and 

2). if t > p (or z > 1 + ~ + 0 (A -1)), then 

{ 

v(t) 

v'(t) rv 

E lp(t) + FYp(t) 

VI - p2/t2 [-EYp(t) + F lp(t)] 

(6.52) 

where 

(6.53) 

and 

(6.54) 

Proof. We see from (6.47) that 1·(t) if and only if t > p. For the estimations of 

(6.42) and (6.44), we will use the approximations: 

f y'rdt rv f VI - fr dt 
(6.55) 

and 

fFidt J Jz& - 1 dt 

p { VI - ~ + In [If -/- V fr - 1 ] } . 

(6.56) 
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Substituting these into (6.42)and (6.44) respectively, we have 

(6.57) 

for t < p; and 

(6.58) 

for t > p. Therefore, by (6.45), we obtain 

(6.59) 

for t < p; and 

(6.60) 

for t > p. Now, for the derivative u'(t), we must note that Vl,2 = t-1/ 2Wl,2 (by 

(6.44)) and w = e11(t) (by (G.29)); and thus 

(6.61) 

However, since 

(6.62) 
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and 

~'(t) '" ± (Vi ;~) ~ ±Jl - ~: I- 0(>' -1), (t > p), (6.63) 

we obtain 

fP2-: 
V~,2 rv ± V t2 - 1 vl,2, (t < p) (6.64) 

and 

(t > p). (6.65) 

By (6.64), (6.65), (6.59) and (6.60), we obtain the results (6.49)-(6.54). Q.E.D. 

Let us now substitute 2>....,fk; and p = >..J(k - €)2 + 4k into the equations 

(6.50), (6.51),(6.53) and (6.54). Then we obtain the following results: 

1). For z < 1 + ~, we have 

(kh) ~ z >'/;+4k+::;J;f;;;; exp (>.Jk'2 + 4k - 4kz ) 

P ~ (1 _ 4'::) ~ (1 + . II _ £)A,j2+4k -if;;;; 
k+4 V k+4 

(6.66) 

and 

(_4_)T (1 -I-!i _ ~_)A,j2+4k-tJk~'1 
fr (t) rv k+4 V k+4 . 

p 1 ,\ f:2+4k -1~" ' 
1 ( A ~ ) 4" V .) + 2b \ -k I (" jr-""'"'".,-----) p'.i 1-~~4 Z - "+"exp >"vk-+4k-4kz 

(6.67) 

and 

2). For z > 1 -I- ~, we have 

fr (l) rv cos [(>..Jk'2 -I- 4k-t~ (J~ ~ 1 - cos-
1 (~) - *)] (6.68) 

p ~ (£ _ l):j 
P k-H 
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and 

_ sin [(AJk'2 + 4k - 1, Cj2\ (.1 :z _ 1 _ cos-1 (k~4) _ Z!:)] 
Yp(t) f"V b V k+1t; V k+4 1 4_ 4. (6.69) 

p~ (k::4 - 1) 4 

In the process of the calculations, we used the following approximation of p : 

(6.70) 

By letting d(z) = VI + t(1 - z) in Lemma 6.1 and 6.2, we obtain the following 

corollary. 

Corollary 6.1 The asymptotic solutions of x and y fOT the system (6.23) are given 

as follows: 

(6.71) 

where A and B are constants; and 

(6.72) 

and 

(6.73) 



2). For z > (k-€)2+4k I"'.J 1 + Is. we have 4k 4' 

EJ(z) + FY(z) + O(A-1) 

~ (J(z) + J-d(z)f/(z)) + ~ (Y(z) - J-d(z)J(z)) 

+O(A-1) 

where E and F are constants; and 

_ cos [(Av'kLI- 4k - 1. qc.'I (J ,4z - 1 - cos-1 (k-+:,4) - Z!:)] J(t) I"'.J bV k+4) ;+4 4_ 4 

I( )- _(Ak I) 
P :l ....1£ _ 1 4 Z -:r-+2& k+4 

and 

sin [(Av'k2 + 4k - 1. fI'\ (J....1£ - 1 - cos-1 (k+4) _ Z!:)] 
- ( ) b V k+4) k+4 4z 4 Y t I"'.J 1 • 

1 ( 4~ ) - -( Ak + 1 ) 
p:l k+4 - 1 4 Z 2 2& 
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(6.74) 

(6.75) 

(6.76) 

Proof. The solutions [or x are obtained by the relation4 x = Av(t) and Lemma 

6.2. For the solutions of y, we should note that 

Y = x - (-)(-) I'V X - -Z:l - - zv (t)-z dx 1 I (I I q Vi) 
Ak dz Ak 2 2 

Now substituing J = zt Jp , }/- = ztyP' l = A(k + E) = Ak + t and q = 2AVk, we 

obtain the results for y . Q.E.D. 

Note that these asymptotic solutions of x and yare same up to the multi-

plicative constants as those obtained by the WKB-approximations (see Theorem 

5.2). 

,jSee, equations (6.6) alld (6.18), 
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6.3 W:KBJ-Approximations Near the Transition Point 

In the previous section, we found two kinds of the asymptotic solutions of 

w"(t) + 1'(t)w(t) = 0 (6.77) 

at the two different ranges of t: t > PI (Z > 1 + ~) and t < PI and (z < 1 + ~) as 

A --. 00. 

If t > PI then 1'(t) > 0 and, by using (6,43) or (6,44), we get the solution of 

w(t), which is oscillatory in this case, in the form 

(6.78) 

or, in t.he trigonometric form 

w(t) rv (1')1/4 {E cos (vrdt - ~) + F sin (/ Vr dt - ~)} (6.79) 

where C, D, E, and F are constants. If t < PI, then 1"(t) < 0 and the asymptotic 

solution of (6.77), using (6.42) again, is given by 

(6.80) 

where A and B are arbitrary constants. This solution is exponential rather than 

oscillatory in character. Therefore, we see that the character of asymptotic solution 

of (6.77) is crucially dependent on the sign of T (t). In particular, if 1'( t) = 0, our 

method breaks down and the solution is invalid since the solutions w(t), given by 
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(6.78) (or (6.79)) and (6.80), are singular at the roots of r(t) = O. In general, the 

points where r(t) is zero are called the transition points (or the turning point). 

In this section, we will find the inner solutions of the transition point (the 

solutions of w(t.) near the transition point) for the equation (6.77) and explain 

how these solutions are related with the outer solutions (the solutions outside the 

transition point). At present we are confronting with two main problems associated 

with the transition point which we would like to be answered. 

The first is to find the relationship between E, F (or C, D) and A, B so that. 

(6.78) (or (6.79)) and (6.80) are the asymptotic forms of the same solution w(t) of 

(6.77). The boundary conditions may be given in either range t > PI (Z > 1 + ~) 

or range t < PI (Z < 1 + ~). 

The second problem is to determine the form of the solution in the transition 

region which joins (6.78) (or (6.79)) to (6.80) which, if they were valid at t = PI 

(or, equivalently, at Z = 1 + ~), would be singular there. Since the solutions (6.78) 

and (6.80) are not valid near the transition point t = PI, we must find another form 

of the solution w(t) of (6.77) which does hold near t = PI, which is not singular 

there and which joins the solutions (6.79) and (6.81). This is called an asymptotic 

matching process. 

From now OIl, we have concern about a relatively small range (with respect 

to the parameter ,\ » 1): It - PII « 1 (or Iz - 1 - ~I « 1); and thus we may 

approximate T(t) in this region. Since 1· = 0 at the point t = PI, i.e., T(PI) = 0, we 
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have an approximation 

r(t) ~ r'(t)(t - PI), (6.81) 

which result.s from the Taylor expansion 

r(t) = r'(t)(t - PI) + ~'r"(pd(t - PI)2 + ... 2! . (6.82) 

Then, the equation (6. 77) becomes 

(6.83) 

By the formulas (6.79) and (6.80), the general solution of (6.83) is given as follows: 

Let 

t - PI = f-LS. (6.84) 

Then 

d d 

dt f-Lds 

and the equation (6.83) becomes 

or, equivalently, 

(6.85 ) 
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We now choose f1 so that 

(6.86) 

Then, we have 

(6.87) 

and 

s = (f(Pl - t) 

(6.88) 

because 

I 2 2 
r (pd = - = ') 1/4 > O. 

Pl P--
(6.89) 

Therefore, we have 

(6.90) 

This is a normal form for the Airy equation and its general solutions can be written 

as a linear combination of the Airy functions Ai (s) and Bi (s) (see ,for example, 

Lebedev (1965) [43], p.134-142, or Abramowitz & Stegun (1970) [1], p,446-478): 

w = aAi(s) -I- ;3Bi(s) (6.91) 
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where Ai(s) and Bi(s) are given by integrals: 

Ai(s) = ;. 10
00 

cos (l03 + SO) dO (6.92) 

and 

Bi(s) = ;. 10
00 

{exp ( -l03 + SO) + sin (l03 + SO) } dO. (6.93) 

Since the Airy functions Ai(s) and Bi(s) are given by the integrals (6.92) and 

(6.93), they are not singular at the origin s = 0 (or at the transition point t = PI). 

Thus, tbe solution w(t) (6.91) is not singular at the point t = PI (or at the point 

z = 1 + ~). Hence we should find the appropriate linear combination, that is, 0: 

and (3, in (6.91) which as the arguement or simply s ----t -00 (that is, for t > pd, 

will join smoothly on to the asymptotic form of w(t) in (6.80) which for s ----t 00 

(that is t < pd, will join smoothly on to the asymptotic forms of w(t) in (6.78) (or 

(6.79)). To do this we must find the asymptotic forms of the Airy functions Ai(s) 

and Bi(s) as s ----t ±oo. Since many people have devoted themselves to find the 

asymptotic forms of the Airy functions Ai(s) and Bi(s), by using various methods 

(for examples, the method of steepest descents or the method of stationary phase

F.A. Hinchey (1984) [37]), we do not introduce any method to find the necessary 

asymptotic forms. 

If we refer to Abramowitz & Stegun (1970), [1], the Airy functions Ai(s) and 

Bi(s) have the following asymptotic solutions for large s (see, for the detail, F.A. 

Hinchey [37], P.420-440 or J.D. Murray [48], P.40-71): 



1). For s > 0 and", = ~s3/2, 

{

Ai(S) rv ,)e-t<1/4+0(",-I) _/s 

Bi(s) rv ;;1/4 + 0(",-1); 

2). For s < 0 and", = ~(_s)3/2, 

{ 
A:(S) ~ ~~~S(" -:) + O("~:) 
B1(S) rv /C-s )1/4 sm(", - 4) + 0(", ). 

Therefore, by (6.91), the general solutions of the equation (6.90) are 

1 { a 2 3/') 2 3/') } 
Wrv -exp(--s -+;3exp(-s -) , 

y'is l/4 2 3 3 
(s> 0) 

and 

1 { a cos (~(_s)3/2 -~) } 
wrv , 

y'i( -s)1/4 
-;3 sin (~( - s ) 3/2 - ~) 

(s < 0). 
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(6.94) 

(6.95) 

(6.96) 

(6.97) 

On the other hand, the Airy equation (6.90) is equivalent to the equation (6.83). 

Thus, by the formulas (6.79) and (6.80), we obtain the general solutions of (6.83) 

as follows: 

1). For t < PI (or for s > 0), 

W rv 

(6.98) 
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2). For t > PI (or for s < 0), 

W rv 
1 { E cos[~f10(t - Pl)3/2 - ~l+ } 

[rl(pI) (PI -t)Jl/'1 

F sin[~f10(t - Pl)3/2 - ~l (6.99) 

= (~;;:;4 {E cos(~( _s)3/2 - ~) + F sin(~( _s)3/2 - ~)}. 

Now comparing these with (6.96) and (6.97), we obtain the relations: 

{; 
Q 

21Jllj 

-1L 
IJlI/ 

(6.100) 

and 

{ E 
= Q 

IJlI I
/

2
/ 

F = 
-(3 

IJlI I
/

2
/' 

(6.101) 

Thus, from these two relations, we get the relations between E, F and A, B as 

{ 

E = 2A 

F = -B. 

(6.102) 

Therefore, we have achieved what we set out to do, namely, to relate the solution 

on one side of the transition point (6.79) (or (6.7S) to the appropriate one (6.80) 

on the other side by obtaining the relations, namely (6.102), between the four 

constants A, Band E, F. In this process, we have also determined the approximate 

transition solution which holds in the neighborhood of t = PI (or .2 = 1 -I- ~) since 

the constants a and fJ ill (6.91) are also determined by (6.9S) and (6.101). It is 

clear that it is immaterial which two constants of E, F or of A, B are given by 
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the boundary conditions. This is an illustration of asymptotic matching process. 

Here the solution in the outer region of transition point z = 1 + ~ , namely, (6.78) 

and (6.79), for small Jz - (1 + ~)J is made to join on to that valid in the inner 

region, namely (6.91), as its independent variable, s = fijP~ (PI - t), becomes 

large. Hence, let us put 

and 

J(z) = }(z) 
.Ji 

{ 

Y(z) 

Y(z) = 7' 
-2/Z) , 

if z > 1 + k 4 

if z < 1 +~. 

(6.103) 

(6.104) 

Then, by Corollary 6.1, we obtain the following theorem (cf. Theorem 5.1 and 

Theorem 6.1). 

Theorem 6.1 The asymptotic solutions of x and y for the system (6.1) are given 

as: 

and 

and 

X rv AJ(z) + BY(z); 

y rv ~ [A (J(z) + V-d(z) Y(z)) -I- B (Y(z) - Fd(z)J(z))] 

(if z > 1 + ~) 

1 - Vd(z) 1 + Vd(z) 
y rv 2 AJ(z) -t- 2 BY(z) 

k 
(if z < 1 -/- -) 

4 

where it and B are arbitrary constants. 
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6.4 Asymptotic Solutions for the Bessel Functions 

In Section 6.1, we saw that the general solution for the Bessel equation 

.. 1. p2 
V + -V + (1- -)V = 0 

t t2 

can be written by 

where Jp(t) and Yp(t) are respectively the first and second kinds of Bessel functions. 

In this section, we would like to cite the asymptotic solutions (for large order 

p > 0) for the Bessel functions from the others' works. And we will show that such 

cited solutions are same, up to multiplicative constants, as those obtained by the 

WKB-method5
• For these works, we mainly refer to [1], [7], [42], [43], [47], [48J 

and [61J. 

According to Abramowitz & Stegun6 [1J, the asymptotic solutions7 of the first 

and second kinds of Bessel functions Jp(t) and Yp(t) are given as follows: 

1). For fixed a > 0 and for large p > 0 

.')See Chapter 5. 

6See Abramowitz &. Stegun (1072): Handbook of Mathematical FUnctions, P. 357-389. 

1Many other people studied to find the asymptotic solutions for Bessell'lillctions, for example, 

G. Petiau (1955)[51], E. Watson (194,1) [GO] and etc. 



Yp(psecha) 

Y;(psecha) 

2). For fixed /3 (0 < /3 < ~) and large p > 0 

where 

Jp(p sec /3) rv ~(cos 11< + O(p -')), 
7rp tan 

Yp(psec /3) rv ~(Sin 11< -I- O(p-')), 
7rp tan 

J;(psec/3) rv 
JSin 2;3 -- --(sin \lI + O(p 1)), 

7rp 

}~ (p sec;3) rv F!! ---(cos \lI + O(p 1)) 
'frp 

7r 
\lI = p tan/3 - p/3 - 4' 
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(6.105) 

(6.106) 

(6.107) 

If we take x = sec ha (or x = sec (-J), then 0 < x < 1 (or x > 1) and we obtain the 

following lemma. 

Lemma 6.3 The asymptotic solutions for the Bessel functions Jp , Yp , J~ and Y; 

are given as: 

1). For 0 < x < 1, 

Jp(px) ~ v'~.p' (1 _":')1/01 Ct-e~-: x' r (6.108) 
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(6.109) 

(6.110) 

(6.111) 

(6.112) 

(6.113) 

(6.114) 

(6.115) 

Proof. Let secha, (a > 0). Then 0 < x < 1; and we have 

Therefore, substituting these into the first two equations in (6.105), we obtain 

(6.108) and (6.109). Also solutions (6.110) and (6.111) are obtained by: 

sinha Jp(P:c) t- 0(>. -1) 

/cosh'2 a-I Jp(p:c) + 0(,\ -1) 

J1- 'C'2 
--"-Jp(px) -I- 0(/\ -1) 

:C 



and 

sinh 20: p(o-tanho) (-1) 
rv e +Op 

7rp 

rv _ sinh20:' V7fP tanhO:y,(PX)+O(A-1 ) 
1rp 2 p 

= -sinho:Yp (px)+O(A-1 ) 

-Veosh20: -1 Yp(px) +O(A-1
) 

VI - x 2 

--x-}~(px) + O(A -1) 

Similarly, if we put x = see 13 (0 < 13 < ~), then x > 1 and 
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Thus, the solutions (6.112) and (6.113) are easily obtained from the first two 

equations in (6.106). Moreover, from the last two equations in (6.106), we obtain 

and 

(sin 2(3)(tan (3) , ( ) 
J;(px) rv - 2 1'p px 

}~(px) rv 

- (sin (3) Yp(px) 

v'x'2 - 1 
x 1'~(p;z;) 

(sin 2(3)(tan (3) ( ) 
-'------'------'- J px 2 p 

(sinf3)Jp (p;Z;) 

v'x'2 - 1 
---Jp(p;z; ).Q.E.D. 

x 
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t = qT = P -T = P 2 (q) ( V kz ) 
P (k - E)2 + 4k 

(6.116) 

we may take x (in Lemma 6.3) as9 

(k E)2 
(0 < z < 1 -/- ) 

4k 
J kz x = sec ha = 2 ( '1 , 

k - E)- -/- 4k 
(6.117) 

and 

x = sec (3 = 2 
(k-E)2-/-4k' 

{k - Ef 
(z > 1 _1_ ). 

I 4k 
kz 

(6.118) 

Then we get the following asymptotic solutions as ). ---+ 00: 

1). For fixed z with 0 < z < 1 -/- ~, 

(6.119) 

(6.120) 

(6.121) 

BSee the equation (G. 1<1) OIl page 9:l 

!lSee Lemma G.3. 

----------_ .. -- --------------------------- -----. ---_ .. -- -"-'-
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2 4kz ,1 4kz 2 ~
- 1 -E.±l 

.p (
1 

- (k - ,)' + 4k) Ck - ,)' + 4k) 
(1 + J1 - 4kz/((k - E)2 + 4k))P _ 

x + O(A 1); 
exp [pJ1 - 4kz/((k - E)2 + 4k) ] 

(6.122) 

2). For z > 1 + ~, 

a[ r Jp(qVZ) 
2 4kz 4 

(6.123) rv - - 1 cos'll 
7rp (k - E)2 -I- 4k ' 

Yp(qVi ) rv g[ 4kz r - -1 ~n'll 
\ 7rp (k - E)LI- 4k ' 

(6.124) 

J~(qvz) rv a Ck - ,)' +4k)! [4kZ ( - - -1 smW 
7rp 4kz (k - E)2 + 4k ' 

(6.125) 

Y~(qVz) a Ck-,)2+4k)' [4kZ r (6.126) rv - - 1 cos'll 
7rp 4kz (k - E)2 + 4k ' 

where 

T, J 4kz -1 [(k - Ef -I- 4k] 7r '1' = P <) - 1 - peas - -. 
(k-E)--I-4k 4kz 4 

(6.127) 

Therefore, from Lemma 6.1, we obtain the following theorem (cf. Theorem 6.1): 

Theorem 6.2 The linear system (6.1) has the following asymptotic solutions: 

(6.128) 

and 

(6.129) 

( if 0 < .:; < 1 -I- ~), 
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y rv z; ( A{l + V -d{z) tan W)Jp{qv'z) ) 

+B{l - V-d{z) cot W)Yp{qv'z) (6.130) 

(if z > 1 + ~), 

where A and B are constants, d{z) = 1 + t(1- z); and Jp and Yp are respectively 

given by (6.119), (6.123) and (6.120), (6.124). 

Proof. The solution for x is obvious by Lemma 6.1. Thus we need to prove only 

for y. By Lemma 

6.1, we have 

Also, from the equations (6.119)-{6.126), we obtain 

J' rv Vk
+

4
- 1J p 4z p, 

y' ~ rv - ---11": p 4z p 

for z < 1 + ~; and 

y' rv 
p 

for z < 1 + ~. Thus, we have 

(6.131) 



for z < 1 + ~; and 

IfJ; "" -(V-d(z) tanw)Jp , 

IfY; "" (V-d(z)cotW)Yp 
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for z > 1 +~. Finally, substituting these into (6.131), we obtain the results (6.129) 

and (6.130) for y. Q.E.D. 

Here we note that the asymptotic solutions of the Bessel functions Jp and }~ 

look like to blow up at the point z = 1 + (k~:)2 and not to be valid near this 

point. However, since Jp(qVZ) and Yp(qVZ) are analytic in the region z > 0, their 

solutions must be valid without blowing up at that point. So we here quote their 

asymptotic solutionslO near the transition point: 

and 

(2jp)1/3Ai(_21/3S) +- O(p-l) 

_(2jp)1/3Bi(-21/3s) -I- O(p-l) 

{ 

J;(p + pl/3s ) "" (2jp)'2/3Ai'(_21/3s) +- O(p-4/3) 

Y;(p+-pl/3 s ) rv _(2jp)'2/3Bi'(_21/ 3s)+-O(p-4/3) 

(6.132) 

(6.133) 

where s is fixed and p > 0 is large. In particular, at the point t = p, we have the 

following solotions (d. Watson [60], p.231-232): 

Jp(p) rv p0:J + O(p-2/3), 

Yp(p) rv -jfM -I- o (p-'2/3) 

lOSee Abramowitz & Ste!:,'llll [11(1972), p. :WB. 

(6.134) 
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and 

(6.135 ) 

<)1/3 <)2/3 

where a = 327:Jf(~) = 0.4473073184 and b = 31 / 3 f(4) = 0.4108501939. 

Remark 5.1: Note that the asymptotic solutions in Theorem 6.1 are same up to 

the constant multipliers as the WKB-solutions in Theorem 5.1. 

6.5 Upper Bounds for the Bessel Functions 

In this section, we would like to find some appropriate upper bounds for the Bessel 

functions Jp and Yp. 

According to Watson (1944) [60], p.252-255, the functions Jp(P:c) and J~(px) 

satisfy the following inequalities in region 0 < x < 1: 

(6.136) 

and 

(6.137) 

where 

F(O,x)=- cl~=lll . -Vl-x2 , jXV1-e (l+Vl-'C~) 
~ :c 

(6.138) 
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Thus, for 0 :::; x < 1, Jp(px) and J;(px) satisfy 

( ~)p xP ei-x 

0< J (px) < . 
- p - V21fp(1 - x2)1/4 1 -/- V1 - x2 (6.139) 

and 

o < x J (px) < -'----====-
, (1 -/- x 2)1/4xp 

( ei -x
2 

) p 

- p - V21fp 1 -/- v1 - x 2 
(6.140) 

These inequalities can be also obtained by the asymptotic solutions of Jp and J; 

given at Lemma 6.2. If we define functions f and g as 

then 

and 

~. 

xev -x 

f(x) = 1 -/- Vl- x2' 

l-x2 
ev 

,g(x)=1 VI 2' + -x 

, (1 - :1;2 -/- VI - :c2 )ei -x
2 

f(x)= (I-/-V1-x2)2 >0 

-xei -x
2 

g '(x) - < 0 - (1 VI 'J),", . + - x- -

(0 < x :::; 1), 

So f (x) is increasing and g (x) is decreasing as x increases; and thus 

o < f(x) ::; J(I) = 1, 
e 

0< g(x) :::; g(O) = 2' (0, x :::; 1). 

Therefore, the following inequalities hold in the range 0 ::; x < 1: 

(6.141) 

(6.142) 
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or 

o < Jp(pX):::; v'27fP(~7:~ x2)l/4 (~) p , 

o < xJ;(pX):::; 21/:~ (~)p. (6.143) 

On the other hand, from the asymptotic solutions (6.112) and (6.114), we 

obtain the upper bounds for Jp and J~ such that 

(6.144) 

Similarly, 'by using the asymptotic solutions of Jp , Yp , J~ and Y; (see (6.108)-

(6.115)), we obtain the following inequali ty: 

(0 < x i: 1). (6.145) 

Combining these arguements with the contents of Section 6.4, we obtain the fol-

lowing theorem. 

Theorem 6.3 Suppose that 8 > 0 is an arbitrary given small n'umber (which is 

independent of )..) with 1 -I- * -I- 8 < 2. Then, there e:rists a number M = M (8) > 0, 

independent of p (or independent of )..), such thal for Z E (0,1 + ~ + 8], 

(6.146) 

and for z E (1 + kit! + 8, (0) 

(6.147) 
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6.6 Zeros of the Bessel Functions 

In solving many applied problems, we need some information about tile zeros of 

the Bessel functions. In particular, the zeros of Jp(t) are playing important roles 

in expanding a function f by a Fourier-Bessel series or a Dini-series. Here we will 

cite, without proof, some important properties for the zeros of Bessel functions. 

In this paper, we shall restrict the discussion to real values of order p. 

Theorem 6.4 (1). The zeros of any soZ,ution of the Bessel equation are simple, 

with the possible exception at the point t = O. 

(2). The zeros of the derivative of any solution of Bessel's equation are simple 

with the possible exception of t = 0, ±p. 

(3). (Bessel-Lommel Theorem) Jp(t) has infinite real zeros, for any given real 

value of p . 

(4). (Lommel Theorem). The zeros of Jp(t) are all real when p 2: -1 and J;(t) 

are all real when p 2: O. 

(5). If p > 0, and if a and b are the least positive zeros of Jp(t) and J;(t) 

respectively, then a > b > p. 

Proof. See G.N. Watson (1944), [60], p.475-521. Q.E.D. 

Remark 6.2: When p > 0, both Jp(t) and J;(t) have simple zeros (by (1), (2) 

and (5) in Theorem 6.3). Therefore .Ip (t) and J;(t) can not vanish at a same point, 
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i.e. , if one of functions Jp(t) and J;(t) vanish at a point Jp(t) and J;(t) then the 

other function can not vanish at the point Jp(t) and J;(t). 

6.7 Wronskian of the Bessel Functions 

The Wronskian of a pair VI (t ), V2 (t) of C I-functions is represented by the deter-

minant 

(6.148) 

V{(t) V~(t) 

Thus, the functions VI (t) and V2 (t) are linearly independent if and only if their 

Wronskian is not identically zero (see Olver [49], p.141-142). We now introduce the 

Wronskian for the pair of the Bessel functions Jp(t) and Yp(t) which will be useful 

in the applications. Let Vet) and V2(t) be two solutions of the Bessel equation of 

order p, i.e., VI and V2 satisfy: 

Now multiplying these equations by variable t, we have 

-(tV;) + t - - VI = 0, d (p2) 
dt t 

-(tV~) + t - - v') = O. d (p2) 
dt - t-

If we subtract the first equation multiplied by V2 from the second equation multi-

plied by VI, we obtain an equation which can be written in the form 
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which implies 

(6.149) 

where C is a determinant constant. 

By using this formula, we will calculate the Wronskian of the pair Jp(t), J-p(t). 

Observe that., when p is non-integral and It I is small, we have the following (see 

Lebeclev (1965) [43], p.112-113; Watson (1944) [60], p.43): 

(t/2)P 2 
Jp(t) = Ir(p + 1) (1 + O(t )), (6.150) 

and 

(t/2)-P 2 
J -p ( t) = If ( _ p + 1) (1 + 0 (t )), 

(t/2)-P-l 
.J'(t) = (1 + 0(t2

)) 
p 2r(-p) 

(6.151) 

where r is the Gamma function defined by the formula l1
: 

Hence we have 

C limtW{Jp(t), J-p(t)} 
t-tO 

------ +limO(t-) 
{
II } 0 

I (p -1- 1 )r( -p) r(p)r( -p -1- 1) hO 

2 sin(p7r) 

llSee Abramowitz and Stegull [11 
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which implies 

- 2 sin (zn[ ) 
W{Jp(t),J-p(t)} = . 

1ft 
(6.152) 

On the other hand, fJince the Weber's Bessel function Yp(t) is defined by12 

Y (t) = -:J p,--,(--,-t )_co_S-,-(p_7f_) _-_J--=-p,-,(-,-t) 
p sin(p1f)' 

(p # 0, ±1, ±2, ... ) 

and 

Yrl(t) = lim Yp(t), (n # 0, ±1, ±2, ... ), 
p-m 

we have 

(p # integer). (6.153) 

By the analytic continuity of the Wronskian as a function of p, the equation (6.153) 

is valid for all p. We summarize this result into the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.5 The Wronskian of Bessel functions Jp(t) and Yp(t) is given by 

12See Lebedev [43], p.104-105. 
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6.8 A.symptotic Stable Manifold for the Linear system 

b Section 6.1, we saw that the linear system (6.1) has the general solutions: 

x AJ(z)+BY(z) 

y A (J(z) + t· :rJ(z)) + B (Y(z) + t· tY(z)) , (6.154) 

z 

where A, B, C are constants and prime (') denotes the differentiation with respect 

to the variable z. Since the function Y(z) = zl/2Yp (qJZ) is unbounded13, we will 

take constant B to be zero, that is, we let B = O. Then the equations (6.154) 

become 

x AJ(z) 

y = A(J(Z)+t'd~J(Z)) (6.155) 

z 

Since J(z) = zl/2Jp (qJ(z)) and frJ(z) are convergent to zero as T -)0 00 (or as 

z -)0 0), the solutions x, y and z in (6.6.2) are all asymptotically stable. Therefore, 

we obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.6 (Stable Manifold for the Linear System) Let Wl~n be the sta-

ble manifold of origin for the linear system (6.1). Then the following set 

1 dx 
Ml~n = {(x,y,z)lx = AJ{z),y = A(J{z) + -. -),z ~ O} 

k liT 
(6.156) 

13See the asymptotic solution of the Bessel fUllction Yl' in Section 6.5 or the property of Yp in 

Section GA. 
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is contained in Wlin, i.e., lvI/in ~ Wlin' 

By the asymptotic solutions of J (z) and 1T J (z), we obtain the following corol-

lary. 

Corollary 6.2 (Asymptotic Stable Manifold) The set lvI/in ,is asymptotically 

given by 

where 

lvIl~n rv {y = ~ (1 + V4(z - l)/k - 1 tan w) xlz > 1 +~} 

U {y = ~ (1- VI + 4(1- z)/k) xlD::; z < 1 +~} 
(6.157) 

1/1 = +/4k(Z -I) - (k - €)' - j(k - €)' +4k CO,-1 (k ~ 4)]_ ~ 
Proof. By Theorem 6.1, we have 

1 + V4(z - 1)/ k - 1 tan W 
yrv 2 X+O(E), 

and 

1- VI +4(1- z)/k 
y rv 2 x -I- O(E), 

k 
(z < 1 -I- -), 

4 

Therefore, by Theorem 6.3, we obtain the result. Q.E.D. 
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Chapter 7 Solutions for the N onlineaI' System 

In the first section, we use a perturbation technique to find the solutions for the 

nonlinear system. Using this perturbation method, we show that the solutions of 

the nonlinear system are represented by formal series. In Section 7.2, we introduce 

a method to solve a nonhomogeneous linear systems. In Section 7.3, we find the 

general solutions for the nonhomogeneous systems which were drived in Section 

7.1. Since the solutions of the linear system are generated by Bessel functions, the 

formal series are also represented by the terms of Bessel functions. In Section 7.4, 

we solve some boundary valued problems for nonhomogeneous linear systems. Fi

nally in Sections 7.5-7.7, by using the solutions of boundary valued linear systems, 

we show that the stable manifold of the nonlinear system is approximated by the 

stable manifold of linear system. 

7.1 Perturbation Technique for the Nonlinear System 

In this section we would like to find the solutions of the nonlinear system 

Xl k(y - x) 

yl = :1:(1-- z) - ty (7.1) 

Zl xy - tbz 

where the prime means differentiation with respect to the time variable. In Chap

ters 5 and 6, our discussions for perturbation methods have been limited to the 
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linear problem 

r 
x' = k(x - y) 

t 
y' x(l-z)-EY 

z' -Ebz 

(7.2) 

which has the solutions (see Lemma 6.1): 

x AJ(z) + BY(z) 

y (7.3) 

z = 

where A, Band C are constants and,J(z) = zl/2 Jp(q.jZ) and Y(z) = zl/2Yp(qy'z). 

To find the solutions of (7.1), we must introduce another perturbation tech-

nique. In general, perturbation theory is a large collection of iterative methods 

for obtaining approximate solutions to problems involving a small parameter fj. 

These methods are so powerful that sometimes it is actually advisable to intro-

duce a parameter [) temporarily into a difficult problem having no small parameter, 

and then finally to set fj = 1 to recover the original problem. Hence to solve the 

nonlinear system (7.1), we will consider the following new perturbed system 

x' k(x - y) 

y' x(l-z)-EY, (O~[)~l), (7.4) 

Z' fj xy - E bz 

where E > 0 is fixed and [) varies from 0 to 1. If the parameter fj were to become 

zero, the system (7.4) would be linear and could be solved by the WKB-method 
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or the WKB.J--method. Thus, the parameter {j can be interpreted as a measure of 

how much the given system (7.4) is perturbed, with respect to the parameter {j, 

from the standard linear system (7.1). Here we may assume that this perturbed 

nonlinear system has the solutions expanded in ascending powers of {j: 

J x = 2:::'oo"x" = Xo + Ox, + 02X, + .. . 

l 
Y I.:~o {jnYn = Yo + {jYl + {j2Y2 + .. . 

z = I.:~o {jnzn = Zo + {jZ1 + (j2Z2 + .. . 

(7.5) 

If we substitute these assumed expansions (7.5) into the system (7.4), we have 

X' n 

I 
Yn 

ZI 
n 

xo(1- zo) - EYo 

\ -1 -/\ Zo 

Now we assume that each (xn, Yn, Zn) = (Xn(T, ,,\), Yn(T, ,,\), Zn(T, ,,\)) is independent 

of {j. Then, equating like powers of (j, we obtain the following systems: 

x' 0 k(yo - xo) 

I 
Yo :1:0(1 - zo) - E Yo (7.6) 

" I -0 
,,\ -1 

- :::0 



and 

I 
Yn Xn(1- ZO) - EYn - 9n, (n ~ 1) 
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(7.7) 

where f n = L~;:;o Xn-m-1Ym and gn = L~-==lO XmZn -m for n = 1,2, ... , Therefore, 

systems (7.6) and (7.7) are defining the perturbed problem (7.4). And, by taking 

8 = 1 in (7.4) and (7.5), we can represent the solutions for system (7.1) by formal 

series. Here we summarize these results into the following lemma. 

Lemma 7.1 The solutions of nonlinear system {7.1} are represented by the formal 

senes: 

00 

x = 2:xn, 
n=O 

00 00 

Z = LZn 
n=O 

where Xn, Yn and Zn are the solutions for systems {7.6} and (7.7). 

(7.8) 

Since, in Chapter 5 and Sections 6.2 and 6.3, we found the solutions of ho-

mogeneous linear system (7.6), we are now in a position to find the solutions for 

the nonhomogeneous linear systems (7.7). Since the linear differential equation 

I \ -1 1 1 I I . C _..\-I T (C ) 1 I zn = -A Zn las t le genera so utlOn 2n = ne , n: constants, t Ie genera 

solution of Zn for the system (7.7) is given as 

(n = 1,2,3, ... ). (7.9) 
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Here we note that the particular solution-the integral term for zn-can be ob-

tailled simply by the method of the variation of parameter. Using Z = Zo = pe ->'-IT, 

we can prove the following lemma. 

Lemma 7.2 Suppose that fn(z) = L~-:;oXn-m-1(Z)Ym(z) 'lS known. Then the 

general solution of Zn in system (7.7) is given by 

_ fr, 1z fn(~) ) 
Zn - Z.' '-'n - >. "d~, 

\ p~-
(n= 1,2,3",.). (7.10) 

Proof. Let Z(T) = pe->'-lT and ~ = z(1]). Then e>'-l7] = ~ and d1] = ->.~. Thus, 

by (7.9), we have 

zn(z) = - Cn - >.p -,,-d~, z (- 1z fn(~) ) 
p p ~-

Now taking Cn = 6n / p, we complete the proof. Q.E.D. 

Now to find the solutions, Xn and Yn, let us rewrite the first two equations of 

system (7.7) 

{ :~ : n-1 
971 = L xmzn- m' 

rn=O 

Since zb = ->.-lzo (here we put z = zo), these equations can be written by 

f Y:E.n. 
dz 

l ~ dz ~(Z -l)x -1- Eyl 1 +- ~9 z 11 n z n 

or by the matrix form 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 
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where 

Wn~ [:J A(z) = A [ ~ 
1- ~ 

Note that system (7.12) is a nonhomogeneous linear system of differential equa-

tions. So now, we are in a position to solve nonhomogeneous system (7.12). In the 

following section, we will introduce a general method to solve this problem. 

7.2 Matrix Analysis for N onhoillogeneous Linear Systems 

In this section we study linear systems with some boundary (or initial) conditions. 

First of all, we consider the homogeneous linear system 

dw 
- = A(z)w. 
dz 

(7.13) 

where A{z) is an analytic n x n matrix function and w{z) is an n-dimensional 

vector function in a given interval I. Let W1(Z), W2(Z), ... , wm{z) represent m 

solutions of (7.13). Then, by the linearity, 

111 

L CjWj(z) ('7.14) 
j=l 

defines a solution for any m real (complex) constants Cj. Therefore, the solutions 

of the system (7.13) form a vector space over the real (complex) numbers. 

Theorem 7.1 The dimension of the solution space for the system (7.13) is n. 
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Proof. Let Wl(Z), W2(Z), ... , wm(z) be independent solutions, where m > n. 

Then, at any point a E I, we can choose m constants Cl, C2,' .. , Cm, not all zero, 

so that 

m 

I: cjwj(a) = O. 
j=l 

But Lj~l cJwj(a) = 0 is a solution to (7.13), and, by uniqueness, we have 

Tn 

I>jWj(a) == O. 
j=l 

I-Ience the dimension of the solution space is not greater than n. Next let Wj(z) 

be the solution for (7.13) such that wj(a) has all entries except the jth-entry 

equal to zero, and suppose these are linearly dependent. Then there exist Cj 

(j = 1,2, ... , n), not all zero, such that 

n 

LWj(z) = O. 
j=1 

But setting Z = 0, we have a contradiction. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 7.2 Any n independent solutions oj (7.13) Jonn a basis, i.e., any solu-

lion oj (7.13) can be represented by a linear combination oJWj(z). 

Proof. Let y(z) be any non-trivial solution of (7.13). Then y, WI, w2,"" wn 

are linearly dependent, i.e., there exist constants, not all zero, -ao, al. ... ,an such 

that 

n 

-aoY(z) -\- L ajwj(z) = O. 
j=1 
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But ao f= 0, otherwise it is a contradiction and hence 

Q.E.D. 

Here we survey some necessary definitions. 

Definition 7.1 Any set of n-linearly independent solutions WI, W2, ... , Wn of 

(7.13) is called a fundamental system of solutions. 

Definition 7.2 Let W j, (j = 1, 2, ... , n), represent a fundamental system and we 

(7.15) 

is called a fundamental matrix of (7.13). i. e., the columns of a fundamental matrix 

form a fundamental system. Clearly, we have 

d 
-w=Aw. 
dz 

(7.16) 

Definition 7.3 Let Wj represent n solutions of (7.13) (not necessarily to be a 

fundamental system). Then the Wronskian of this system is defined by the deter-

minant 

W = det [Wi)]' (7.17) 

Here we get the following property. 
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Theorem 7.3 The Wronskian of a fundamental system does not vanish anywhere. 

Proof. If W(z) vanishes at some point z = a, say, then there exist constants bj , 

(j = 1,2, ... , n), such that 

n 

Lbjwj(a) = O. 
j=l 

But, by the uniqueness, we obtain 

n 

Lbjwj(a) = 0 
j=l 

which is a contradiction to the independence of a fundamental system. Q.E.D. 

Various fundamental matrix solutions to (7.13) can be related in a simple way. 

Suppose <I> (z) is a fundamental solution of 

d 
-X(z) = A(z)X(z). 
dz 

Then the solution of the initial condition problem 

d 
-X(z) = A(z)X(z), x(a) = Xo 
dz 

is given by 

and, in the same way, the vector equation 

d 
-v(z) = A(z)v(z), v(a) = Vo 
dz 

(7.18) 

(7.19) 

(7.20) 

(7.21) 
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has the solution 

(7.22) 

where <I>{z) refers to any fundamental matrix solution. In both cases, the unique-

ness theorem tells us that this solution is same as obtained by the other method. 

It is implicit in our discussion that by 

d 
-A{z) 
dz 

we mean the matrix whose elements are 

Therefore, since 

n 

(AB)ij = Laikhj, 
i=l 

we have that 

~A(z)B(z) = A'(z)B{z) + A(z)B'{z). 
dz 

Also by 

J A{z)dz 

we mean the matrix whose elements are 
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Using these conventions, we consider the non-homogeneous linear system 

X'(z) = A(z)X(z) + F(z), X(p) = Xo. (7.23) 

To solve this problem we will use the method known as the variation of parame

ters. Let <I>(z) be any fundamental matrix solution of (7.13) and introduce a new 

unknown matrix Y (z) through, 

X(z) = <I>(z)Y(z). (7.24) 

Then, substituting (7.24) into (7.23), we obtain 

<I>'(z)Y(z) + <I>(z)Y'(z) = A(z)<I>(z)Y{z) + F(z) 

and hence 

Y'(z) = <I>-l(z)F(z). (7.25) 

From (7.23) and (7.24), the initial condition for z is given by 

Y(p) = <I>-l(p)XO. (7.26) 

Therefore, by integrating (7.25) and using the initial condition (7.26), we have 

(7.27) 

and finally, 
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Since we are dealing with analytic functions A (z) (and hence, analytic <I> (z)) and 

F(z), the path of the integration in (7.27) is not important as long as it is in the 

common domain of analyticity. This result is given in the following theorem. 

Theorem 7.4 Let <I> (z) be a fundamental matrix solution oj (7.18). Then the 

sol'ution faT' 

non-homogeneous linear system (7.23) is given by 

(7.28) 

Remark 7.1: By considering C = <I>-l(p)XO as an arbitrary constant, the equa-

tion (7.28) becomes 

And, for the vector problem 

d 
-v(z) = A(z)v(z) + f(z), v(p) = va, 
dz 

we have 

(7.29) 

(7.30) 

(7.31) 

7.3 Solutions for the Nonhomogeneous Linear Systems 

In this section, we will find the solutions for the non-homogeneous linear system 

dW n 
- = A(z) -1- gn(z) 
dz 

(7.32) 



where 

W
n

= [::] [

Ii 
A(z) = A Z 

1 - ~ 

In Section 5.2 and Section 6.2, we saw that the homogeneous linear system 

dw 
- = A(z)w 
dz 

has the general solution 

w(z) = 
r J(z) 

l J(z) - --"-- . dJ(z) 
>'k dz 

where A and B are constants and 

Y(z) 1 [ A 1 
Y (z) - >.Zk • d~~Z) B 

Therefore, by Definition 7.2, the matrix 

<I>(z) = [J(Z) Y(z) 1 
J(z) - --"-- . dJ(z) Y(z) _ --"-- . dY(z) 

>'k dz >'k dz 
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(7.33) 

(7.34) 

(7.35) 

(7.36) 

is a fundamental matrix for the system (7.33). By Theorem 7.4 (in Section 7.2), 

the general solution of the system (7.32) is given by 

(7.37) 

where en is an arbitrary constant. 
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Theorem 7.5 For each n = 1,2, ... , the general solution for the non-homogeneous 

linear system (7.32) is given by: 

Xn(Z) = J (z) (An + )..2k7r J; Y(~lg,~(() d';) 

+Y(z) (Bn - )..2k7r J; J(~g~Wd';) 

Yn(Z) = }(z) (An + )..2k7r 1; Y(~lg~(()d~) 

+Y(z) (Bn - )..2k7r J; J(~g~(()d';) 

zn(z) = ~ (Cn - )..J; f'~~€)d~) 

where An, Bn and Cn are constants and 

~ 1 dJ(z) 
J(z) = J(z) - -. --, 

)"k dz 
~ 1 dJ(z) 
Y(z)=Y(z)--·--

)"k dz 

Proof. From (7.36), we obtian 

and 

<I> -l(z) = )"k dz l Y(z)_2...dY(z) 
-Y(z) ] 

J(z) -J( ) + 2.. . dJ(z) 
Z )"k dz 

det(<I>(z)) l J(z) Y(Z)] 
det 

J(z) - 2.. Y(z) _ 2.. . dY(z) 
)"k )"k dz 

-- det ( 
Z) [J(Z) Y(Z)] 

)"k d~~Z) d~~Z) 

-- deL 
Z [J(Z) d~~] 

(Ak) Y(z) d;,~') 

(7.38) 

(7.39) 

(7.40) 
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(7.41) 

where W(Jp(t), }~(t); t) is the Wronskian of the Bessel functions Jp(t), Yp(t) with 

respect to the variable t. Since the Wronskian is given by (see Section 6.5) 

2 2 
W(Jp(t), }~(t);t) = - = r:: 

ni 7rqyZ 

we have 

1 
det(<I>(z)) = __ zl 

)"kn 

and thus 

[

'If () :: dye::) 
-1 )"k7r I z - >'k • ~ 

<I> (z) = --
zl 

-J(z) + 2.. . dJ(::) 
>'k £I:: 

Therefore, from (7.37), we obtain 

-Y(z) ]. 

J(z) 

[ 

Y(~) _ .l. yl(~) 
,\krr >'k 

-7 

J(O - lkJ'(~) 

- ~~~7 [ - Y (Og7l(0 ] 

J(Oy(O 

(7.42) 

(7.43) 
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and thus 

Now, solving this equation, we obtain the results (7.38). Q.E.D. 

Remark 7.2: In Theorem 7.5, the variable z represents the solution of the third 

equation in system (7.2), i.e., the solution of z' = -,,\ -lz. Thus this variable z is 

different from the original variable z in the system (7.1) or in the system (7.4). 

Hence, in order to exclude a possible confusion, we will use a new variable s for 

this variable. Therefore s represents the solution for the equation dZT = -,,\ -lz , 

If f is a function of variable s , then f can be considered also to be a function 

of variable T. I-Ience we will use the notations f [s land f (T) to be meant by, 

respectively, a function of variable s and a function of T . 

7.4 Solutions for the Boundary Valued Problem 

In order to represent the stable manifold by some equations, we will give some 

boundary conditions to the solutions in Theorem 7.5. Let WIi(O) be the stable 

manifold of the origin of nonlinear system (7.1). If ¢ (T) is an orbit through a point 
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P E W8(O), then ¢(T) tend towards the origin as T -)0 00. Therefore we require 

the solutions (xn' Yn, zn) of systems (7.6) and (7.7) to satisfy the conditions: 

lim XO(T) = lim YO(T) = 0, zo(O) = Pi- 0 
T-->OO T-->OO 

(7.44) 

and 

(7.45) 

These conditions are given if we con aider the solutions X n , Yn and Zn as the functions 

of time variable T. If we represent X n, Yn and Zn as xn[s], Yn[s] and zn[s], the 

functions of variable s = pe->.-lT, then the boundary conditions (7.44) and (7.45) 

correspond to the conditions: 

lim xo[s] = lim yo[s], zo[p] = P 
8-t+O 8-->+0 

(7.46) 

and 

lim xn[s] = lim Yn[s] = lim zn[s], (n;::: 1). 
8-->+0 8->+0 8-->+0 

(7.47) 

Here we note that the general solutions of the linear system (7.6) are given byl: 

Xo[s] AJ[s] -\- BY[s] 

Yo[s] Aj[s] -\- Bfl"[s] 

zo[sJ C s 

1 See Lemma 6.1. 



where A, Band C are arbitrary constants; and 

{ 

~[s[ ~ st Jp(qy'S) , 

J[s] = J[s]- ,0.J'[s], 

Y[s] = stYp(qy's) 

fr[s] = y[s]- lk Y'[s] 
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(7.48) 

Since2 J[s], J[s] -+ 0 and Y[s], Y[s] -+ 00 as s -+ 0, by the conditions (7.46), we 

obtain 

xo[s] = AJ[s], yo[s] = AJ[s], zo[s] = s. 

Furthermore, by Theorem 7.5 and the conditions (7.47), we have 

Yn[s] 

where An and Cn are arbitrary constants and 

n-1 

fn[s] I: xn-m-ds]Ym[s] 
711=0 
n-1 

I: xm[s]zn-m[sJ, (n = 1,2, ... ). (7.50) 
rn=O 

By taking 

1 = - \2k -10 Y[~]gn[~]dc 
in /\ 11 ll'" 

P ~+ 

and 

C = Al° fn[~]dC 
n c2"" 

p '" 

2See their asymptotic solutions ill Section 5.2 or in section 6.2. 
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we obtain the following lemma: 

Lemma 7.3 The solutions of the linear systems (7.6) and (7.7) are given by: 

Xo[s] AJ[s] 

Yo[s] AJ[s] 

Zo[S] S 

and, for n = 1,2, ... , 

Yn[S] 

where S = pe ->.r, (p > 0), anif" 

fn[s] = L~:}oxn-m-ds]Ym[s], 

9n[s] k L~-==lO Xm[s]Zn-m[s]. 

7.5 Boundedness of the Integral Equations 

(7.51) 

(7.52) 

(7.53) 

Let us recall, from the results of Lemma 7.3, that the solutions Xo, Yo and Yo are 

given by : 

ZO[S] S 

xo[s] = As& Jp(qVS)( = AJ[s]) (7.54) 

yo[s] xo[s]- >.~ . ~::z;o[sJ 

3Compare (7.53) with (7.49) alld (7.50). 
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where s = pe->..-I T (p> 0 : constant) and 

)"(k + E) 

P = )..J(k - E)2 + 4k (7.55) 

q 2)"Vk 

Also, for n = 1,2, .. " Zn, Xn and Yn are represented as: 

(7.56) 

Yn[sj xn[sj- >..lkx~[sj 

where the prime (') is meant to be the differentiation with respect to the variable 

s = pe ->..-I T and 

n-l n 

fn[sj = L xn-i-dsjYi[S], gn[sj = k LXn-i[Sjzi[sj. (7.57) 
i=O i=l 

Here, we will define the functions Fn[s], Gn[sj and Hn[sj as following: 

Fn[sj -).. J; f~~(1 d~ 

Gn[sj ).. its Yp(q~ )g,,[(1 d~ 
o (1/2+1 

(7.58) 

Hn[sj _).. its JI'(q~)g,,[(1 d~ 
o (1/'2+1 

Then, the sequence (zn. :Z:yt. Yn)n,;?l can be represented by 

Zn[S] sFn[s] 

xn[s] = )..1f (J[sjGn[s] + Y[sjIlnls]) (7.59) 
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Hence, for the convenience, we will denote 

{ 
:[Si 
Y[s] 

J[ ] + 1. . dJ[sJ s /,; dr 
(7.60) 

Y[s] + 1. • dY[sJ 
/,; dr 

(7.61) 

Then, by Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 6.1, we obtain the following results: 

{ 
~ (1 - fc*J) J[s], if 0< s < Str 

J[s] rv (7.62) 

~ (J[s] + J-d[s]Y[s]) , if s > Str 

{ 
~ (1 + fc*J) Y[s], if o < s < Str 

V[s] (7.63) 

~ (Y[s]- J-d[slJ[sJ) , if s > Str 

{ 
~ (1 -- fc*J) Jp(qy's), if 0< s < Str 

Jp(qVS) rv (7.64) 

~ (Jp(qy's) -I- V-d[s]Yp(qy's)) , if S > Str 

{ ~ (1 I- fc*J) l~(qVs), if o < S < Str 

Vp(qVS) r'V (7.65) 

~ (}'~(qy's) - J-d[slJp(q.jS)) , if s > Str 

k 4(1-8) 
where St1· = 1 + i and dIs] = 1 -/- -/,;-. 

4For the definition of j and }', see (7.58) on page 150. 
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N ow again we will use the following notations: 

l[s] Y[s] 

i[s] = or and Y[s] = or (7.66) 

J[s] Y[s] 

and 

Jp(qy'S) Yp(qy'S) 

ip(qy'S) = or and Yp(qv'S) = or (7.67) 

Jp(qy'S) Yp(qy'S) 

In Chapters 5 and 6, we saw that the characters and asymptotic solutions of 

Bessel functions, Jp(qVS) and Yp(qy'S), are crucially dependent on existence of 

transition point s = 1 -I-k/4. I-Ience we will take and fix an (arbitrary) small{) > 0, 

independent of A, such that S1 = 1 -I- ~ -I- {) < P = 2. Let So = 1 -I- k/4 - {) and 

81 = 1 -I- k / 4 -I- {) j and decompose the interval/ = (0, 00) into the three regions: 

II = (0, so), /2 = [So,81] and h = (S1' 00). Then, by the asymptotic solutions 

of Jp(qVS) and Yp(qVS) and the definitions of J(qy'S) and y(qy'S) , we can 

find a constant5 M > 0, independent of A (or independent of E), such that, for 

(7.68) 

5See Theorem 6.3 011 page 124. 
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and, for s E h U 12 = (0,81], 

(7.69) 

On the other hand, by using the notations (7.62) and (7.63), we can represent the 

sequence (Zn, X n, Yn) as following: 

and 

where 

and 

Zo[s] 

Xo[s] 

,\ -1 = S = pe- T 

AJ[s] 

yo[s] = Ai[s] 

A1f (J[s]Gn[s] +- Y[s]Hn[s]) (n = 1,2, ... ) 

Fn[s] = -A!oB f;~~]d~, 

G [ ] = A r Yp(q~)gn[~]dt' 
n s Jo e/2+l ." 

Here we will define the constant l' as 

(7.70) 

(7.71) 

(7.72) 

(7.73) 

(7.74) 

(7.75) 
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Then, by the relations (7.70) and (7.61), we have 

r IAI) J2[p] + }2[p] 
(7.76) 

IAlp~) J;(qy'p) + }J(qJP) 

If we let 

1 
a= -r========~===== 

) J;(qJP) + }i(q..jP) ' 
(7.77) 

then 

IAI=rap-~, and arvO(0rp) (7.78) 

and 

I 

Jxo[sJl ~ '" IJp(qy's) I (;)' (7.79) 

Here we introduce the following proposition which is very important for the proof 

of Lemma 7.4. 

Proposition 7.1 (Monotonocity of Bessel Function) IJp(qvs)1 is strictly 

increasing (decreasing) and I f/p(qJS) I is strictly decreasing (increasing) as s 'tn-

creases (decreases) in the range 0 < 8 < 8tl" = 1 -I- ~. 

Proof. By the asymptotic solutions6 Jp(t), -Yp(t), J;(t) and y;:(t) are all positive 

in range 0 < t < p, Thus, IJ p (t ) I is increasillg and Yp (t) is decreasing as variable t 

increases in the range 0 < t < p. Since t = qVS increases as s increases, we obtain 

6S CC LCllllllu G.2. 
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the properties for IJp(qJS)1 and IYp(qJS)I. On the other hand, by the relations 

~ 1-V1+4(1-s)/k ~ 1+v'1+4(1-s)/k 
Jp(qJS) = 2 Jp(qJS,) and Jp(qJS) = 2 Yp(qJS,), we can 

draw the same properties for .lp(qJS) and Yp(qJS). Q.E.D. 

Now, by using Proposition 7.1 and the relations (7.68)-(7.69), we can prove 

the following lemma. 

Lemma 7.4 The following inequalities al'e hold for n ;::: 1 (there are three cases): 

Case 1: If 0 < s < So = 1 + ~ - {j, then 

(7.80) 
I f8 < >'M s'i J 0 .l....-~"...,...,--L 

and 

(7.81) 

Case 2: If So ::; s ::; Sl, then 

(7.82) 

and 

IV[slH [.'Ill < >'M'2s~ r Igll[~lldJ: 
n - Jo ~l/2+1 ." 

(7.83) 

Case 3: If S1 < .'I < 00, then 

(7.84) 
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and 

IY[sjHn[sjl:::; AS~ (M2 r 1 Ignl~jld~ + M21s Ign[~jld~). (7.85) 
FP Jo ~i/_+1 7rp Sl e/2+1 

Proof. When 0 < ~ :::; s < So = 1+*-6, by Proposition 7.1, we have Pp(q~)1 :::; 

IJp(qyls)/. Thus iEO < s < So, we have 

p[sjGn[sjl = >.IJ[s[li[ Yp(qv'<)gn[,ld'i 
o ~i/2+l 

< >.slIJp(qJ$)1 J.rp(q,~l;n['li d, 
< 

L 10' IYp(qv'<)gn[,11 
Mv! S2 i/') 1 d~ 

o ~ -+ 

and 

IY[sjHn[sll AJY[sllilas Jp(q~)gn[~jd~i 
o ~l/2+l 

< A tly,( Vs)/lasiJp(q~)gn[~jid~ s p q s 0 ~i/2+1 ' 

~ AS~ /Jp(qVs)}~p(qJZ )/la
s 

i~~7J~]li d~ 
< AM2s~ las Ign[~]1 d~ 

o ~l/2+1 
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< !.M ! (10'" !Yp (QV09n[.;J! [19n[<II) 
S 2 0 e/2+l d~ + M So ~l/2+l d~ 

and 

IY[s]Hn[sll A jY[S]lllos Jp(qJOgn[~] d~1 
o ~l/2+1 

< !.M s t 1orp ( Qy'( )9n[';11 d< 
o ~l/2+1 ' 

< AM 2st los JGn[~JI d~ 
o ~l/2+1 ' 

( JJp(qJS)J ~ M for s E (0, Sl]). 

When s > Sl, 

IJ[s]Gn[s]1 AJJ[SlJllo
s Yp(q~~1fn[~1 d~1 

( );" I Y,( qlf'{ ),. [€[ I dn J" I Y,(, If'{ )Y. [€[ I d'; ) 
< l 1 - Vs I 0 ~112+1 So ~112+1 AS2 Jp(q s) 

+ J/ I Yp(qV( )gn[~) I 
SI ~112+1 

( );"' I Y,(q If'{),,,[€[ I dCI- M J" "r[€I ld{ ) 
::; l!vI 0 ~l/2+ 1 So el 2+1 

A8 2 -

.,fiP 
+...M.. r ~7JWd~ JP 81 el 2+1 

and 

/Y[slHn[sl/ !.[Y[sllil Jp(Q~)!Jn[';ld.;1 
o ~l/2+1 

( r I J,(, If'{ )Y.[€[ lie ) 
< I 1- Vs 1 0 e

l
/
2

+
1 

( <., AS:! Yp(q s) 
+ J:8 I Jp(qV( )g1l[~) I 

81 el/ 2+ 1 

< ,Is L"'~_ (M f 19"1,;11 dn ~ [19n['; II d'; ) 
.,fiP 0 ~l/~+l .,fiP 81 ~l/2+l 

Q.E.D. 
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7.6 Uniform Convergence of the Series: L~O X n , L~=O Yn 

The following two lemmas are very useful for the works in the following section. 

Lemma 7.5 There e:L'ists a constant !vI > 0, independent of). (or E), such that 

and 

Ixo[sJl = IAl s l/2IJp (qy's)1 

Ivo[s]1 = IAl sl/2IJp (qy's)1 

for s E (0, S1]; (7.86) 

(7.87) 

where r and a were defined respectively by (7.76) and (7.77) a.nd S1 = 1 + ~ + (j < 2. 

Proof. These inequalities are obtained by the relations (7.68)-(7.70). Q.E.D. 

N ow using this lemma, we can prove the following lemma. 

Lemma 7.6 The following inequalities hold for n ;::=: 1 in the range 0 < s ::; p: 

(7.88) 

and 

IVn[s]1 

(7.89) 
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In particular, when 8 E (0, so], we have 

(7.90) 

Case 2: If s E (Sl, (0), then 

1 [11 1 raM 2Ar-a M s 
( )

2 ( ') 2 4 ) n -1 ( ) nl 

Zn S ::; (k + E _ A- l )..fiP (k + E - A- l ) 7fp2 P (7.91) 

and 

(7.92) 

Proof. We will prove this lemma by using the mathematical induction on n ;:::: 1. 

Case I-When s E (0,811. 

Step for n = 1: 

Izdsll = 

< 

< 

< 

= 

AS llos f~~~Jd~I' (by definition of zdsJ) 

AS r Ih[~JI d~ 
Jo ~-

As(AMf las ~l-2dC (~Ih[~ll = Ixo[~lYo[~JI :::; (AM)2~l) 

A(AM)2 l (AM)2sl 
---'---''--8 = --'---'------:-

l - 1 k -/- E - A-I 

A(raM)~l (~)l 
k -/- E _ ,\ p (7.93) 

which proves the inequality (7.88) for n=1. 

On the other hand, if 8 E (0, So), we have 



Thus, for s E (0, so), we have 

Ixds]1 < A7r (!J[s]Gds]1 -I- IY[s]Ih[sll) , (by (7.71)) 

< 2A7r(IAIAI)
3
M I) ( JS)I 

k -I- E - A -1 P q 

< AIVf S ~ 1 1 (

2A7rIAI2M4) ;g 

k -I- E - A-1 
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(by (7.57)) 

(by (7.57)) 

(7.95) 
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= raM (2).7f(ra)2.NI
4

) (~) ¥ 
k + E - ). -1 P (7.96) 

and 

(7.97) 

(7.98) 



Thus, for s E [so, Sl], we obtain 

and 

IX 1[SJI < A7f (jJ[sJGdsJI -\- IY[sJH1[sll), (by (7.71)) 

< IAMI (2A7fIAI2M4) s¥ 
k + E - A-I 

lydsJI < A7r (jJ[sJG1[sJj -\- j1':r[slHdsJJ), (by (7.71)) 

< IAMI (2A7f IAI
2
M

4
)' s¥ 

k -\- E - A-I 
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(7.100) 

(7.101) 

Therefore, by (7.96), (7.97), (7.100) and (7.93), the inequalities (7.88) and (7.89) 

are satisfied for n = 1; and, by (7.90), the inequality (7.90) is satisfied for n = 1. 

Step for n = m +- 1: Assume that the inequalities (7.88)-(7.90) are satisfied for 

n = 1,2, ... ,m. Then, since 

we have 
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(7.102) 

Since, for s E (0, so), 

m+1 

19m+1[sJI ::; k 2: /xm+1-dsJlzi[SJj, (by (7.57) 
i=l 

we have 

1}[sJGm+1[sJI < / - ( v'S)/ fr 1.'iYp(qv'{)9m+1i';ii 
>. Jp q s s 0 ~1/2+1 d~ 

< 
>'1}p(qVs)s~k(m + 1)IA13M4 

k + E - >,-1 

x C'\K/.1/
2
M

4
) on 1.' don+1)l-1d' 

k I- >. -1 ." ." - E - 0 

'\/Jp(q,(s)k(m + 1)/A/"M4 C'\X/A/2M4) on s('+~)' 
(m-l-1)I(k-l-E->.-1) k-l-E->,-l 

< /.Jp(qv'S)/A/~~[4 C'\K/A/21>~:) on s(l+~)' (7.104) 
k -/- E - >. k -I- E - >. 

and 

If'[s]Gm+1[s]1 < / -- ( v'S)/ " la' iJp(qv'{)gm+I!';ii >. lp q s s- 0 ~1/2+1 d~ 
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(7.105) 

Therefore we obtain the following results: 

IXm+l[sll < A1f(IJ[slIIGm+1[sll + IY[slIIHm+dsJl) 

< IAIIJ (qvs)lst 2A1f A 1v~ s(m+1)l C I 12 'f' p k-/-E-A 1 

. C>.n(m)2M4),,'+I (" Y"""+t)1 
ralJp(q/S) I -1-

k+E-A P 

< C>.n(m)'M4)"'+I (sY"'+1+1
)1 (7.106) l'aM -

k + E - A-I P 

and 

IYm+dsll < A'dIJ[slIIGm+1[sll + IY[slIIIlm+1[sJl) 

< 1111 (0)1!' e>.nIAI2M4)""" (",+1)1 ) Jp q S S2 -1 S 
k + E - A 

C>'-/I (m)2 M') ",+1 ( S ) (",+1 +1)1 
raIJp(qvs)1 k -I A-I -

- E - P 

< C>'1f(m)2M4) m+! C Y"'+1+))1 
l'aM -

k + E - A-I P 
(7.107) 

which prove the inequalities (7.89) and (7.90) for s E (0, so) and 11, = 'Tn -I- 1. 
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Now let s E [so, s11. Then, since 

m+l 
Igm+l[sll < k I: IXm+l-dsllzi[sll, (by (7.57) 

i=1 

we have, for s E [so, s11, 

IJp(qJS)gm+Ilsll 

& 

Thus, we have 

< 

and 

(7.108) 

k A M m -I- 1 2).1r A M (m+l/3)1 ( 9) < s . 7.10 
_I 1

3 
4( ) ( 2 4 )'n 

- k -I- E - ). -1 k -I- E - ). -1 

(7.110) 
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< -Ik(m + l)IAI'M' ( 2-1,A'M4 
) m In' (m+1)Hd 

k + E - A-I k + E - A-I Q ~ ~ 

:::; IAI3M4 (2AA2M4) m 
k + E - A-I k + E - A -1 

s(m+1)l. (7.111) 

So we obtain 

IX m+1[sll < An (J1[slIIGm+1[sll + IY[slIIHm+1[sJl) 

< IAIM sl/2 AnA~M_ s(m+1)l ( 2 0, r+1 
k+E-A 1 

raM C-I7rr2 <:>' M') m+ 1 (:'-)'m+1+1/2)' 
k + E - A-I p 

(7.112) 

and 

IYm+1[sll < An (IJ[slIIGm+1 [sll + !y[sllIHrn+1[sll) 

< IAIM 8 l/2 2An A~M_ s(rn+1)l ( 04 (' 
k+E-A 1 

e-l7rr2"'M') m+l (s) (m+1+1/2)' 
raM -

k + E - A-I P 
(7.113) 

which prove the inequality (7.89) for s E [sQ, Sl] and n = m + 1. Therefore, by 

induction, the inequalities (7.88)-(7.90) are satisfied. 

Case 2: When s E (S1, pj. Now we are in a position to prove the inequalities (7.91) 

and (7.92) for the casse s E (Sl, 00). However, in the process of proofs, we will 

drop the asymptotically small terms not greater than o( A -1) which do not affect 

the iterating large terms. Hence we will use the fact that7 

,.' ,> __ .,,,~_ ••• _,._. _., •••••••• ~"M~' __ ~, •. "'~ ~'~~.,>.vo<_ ••• __ co _~~_~. _______ ~_ r"'~ _~--.."_,~"",_~ ___ --c--~._--~. ~ ~"~'" .. ,...,~",. J_'._'''''~' _.~ ..... ,~~_,_.~'~."~,"m·_'~'~,'~'''''''' __ '~~_~_~' __ ~'~_~ __ .~ 
I 



since we have taken {j to be Sl = 1 -I- ~ -I- {) < p. 

Step for n = 1: Since 

IfI[s]1 = Ixo[s]Yo[s]1 = A2IJ[s]J[s]1 ~ 

we have 

On the other hand, since, for s > Sl, 

Igds]1 Ikxo[s]zds]1 = kIAII.f[s]IIzds]1 

IAI2M2 I 
7rp S, 

167 

& 

if s > Sl 

(7.114) 

(7.115) 
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we get 

>.18 Igd(ll d~ 
81 (l/2+1 (

raM) 3 >'k 1 18 
l-1 < -- .- ~ d~ ..[ifP k + E - >.-1 p3l/2 81 

(
raM)3 >'k sl - si 
..[ifP l{k+E->.-I) p3l/2 

< (raM)3 1 sl - si. 
..[ifP k + E - >. -1 p3l/2' 

(7.116) 

and thus 

ICdsll < 

< 

< 

< 

< 

and 

Ifh[sll < 

< 

< 

< 

< 
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Thus, we obtain 

IX 1[sll < A1f s~ (IJp(qv's)IIGdsll + IYp(qv's) IIIh[sll) 

< 2>.,,(r,,)'M
5 

(:: reel r 
(10: + E - A -1 )...;'1fP P P 

+ 2>'''M~ (raM)' ((::)"'2 - (:: r (~)') 
(k+E-A 1)1fp fiP P P P 

~ 
2AM - raM s ( -2) 

o ( )'()"" -- - +OA 
(k + E - A-1)p...;'1fP p 

(raM) ( 2>.r2,,2 M4 ) e f+1/2
)1 -2 - - +O(A ) 

fiP (k + E - A -1 )1fp2 P 
(7.119) 

and 

IY1[sll :s; A1fS& (IJp(qv's)IIG1[sll + IYp(qy'S)IIHIlsll) 

< 2>'" (r,,)'M' (::),,2 ee, )' 
(k+E-A-1)...;'1fP p p 

+ 2>'" M~ (r"M)' ( ( ::)"'2 _ (:: r (51 r) 
(k + E - A 1 )1fP.,foP P P P 

') 3 3tj2 
~ 2AM- (raM) (~) + 0(-\ -2) 

(k + E - A -1)p,j1fP P 

(raM) ( 2>.r2,,2~/4 0) (:: Y1+1/2)1 -I- 0(>. -2) 
FP (k +E - A 1)7rp- p 

(7.120) 

Therefore, we proved that the inequalities (7.91) and (7.92) hold for n = 1. 

Step for n = m -1- 1: Assume that the inequalities (7.91) and (7.92) are satisfied 

for n = 1,2, ... ,m. Then, for s E {S1' p], we have 

111 

< L l:cm-dslIIYdsll 
i=O 
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(7.121) 

and thus 

On the other hand, for s E (S1' p], we have 

rn 

< k L Ixdslllzm+1-dsll 
i=O 

< 
k(m+1) (TCt:M)3( 2).r2Ct: 2M4 )rn(s)Cm

+
3/2)1 , 

- <) - (7.123) 
k -I- E - ). -1 J7rP (k -/- E - ). -1 )7rp- p 
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and thus 

(7.124) 

So we obtain 

IXm+1[sll < ).7f (IJ[slIIGm+l[sll -I- IY[slIIHm+dsll) 

).1r M I 

< -FP s;Z (IGm+dsll + IHm+dsll) 
7fP 

hM '(Ie I II 1" IYp(q-.mllg",+l[sll ) = FP s 2 m+l Sl + ,\ l/0+1 d~ 
7fP ~ ~ -

I [II 1" IJp(qv'nIIY",+1[sll ) 
-I- H71I+1 S1 -1-). lr 1 d~ 

81 ~ -+ 

~ 
!.'''M ! 1" (1I'p(q~)1 + IJp(q~)1) IY"+1ISII 

S2 d~ FP 81 e/2+l 

< 2).27r!vJ 2 
1 18 Igm+dsll 

S2 l/0+1 d~ 
7fP 81 ~-

< (raM) ( 2!.r'a'M' )",+1 X (' r",+l+1/,j, (7.125) FP (k -I- E - ,\ -1 )1rp2 p 

and 

IYm+dsll < ).'Jr (IJ[slIIGm+dsll + !f'[slIIHm-t-dsll) 
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(7.126) 

Q.E.D. 

Here we will take R as 

R = 

(7.127) 

and we note that r was given byB 

Then, by using Lemma 7.5 and Lemma 7.6, we can prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 7.6 If 0 :::; l' < R, then the series solutions x = L~o xn[s], y = 

L~O Yn[sJ and z = L~o zn[sJ are uniformly bounded in the range 0 < s :::; p and 

uniformly convergent to zeTa as s -jo +0 (or, equivalently, as T -jo +00). 

8See equation (7.75). 
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Proof. Assume that 0 ~< R. Then, by (7.76), (7.77) and (7.127), we have 

(7.128) 

If s E (Sl,P]' then 

= 
Ix[sJI < Ixo[sll + L Ixn[sJl, (use (7.87) & (7.92)) 

n=l 

raM (s)~ = ( 2A1,2a2M4 )11 (s)nl < Ixo[sll+- - L -FP P n=l (k + E - A-1)7rp2 P 

< Ixo[sll + 1'~ (~) & f (~)2n 
y7rP P n=l R 
raM 1'2 

Ixo[sll + FP R2 _ 1'2 < 00; (7.129) 

= 
ly[sJl < Iyo[sll + L IYn[sJJ, (use (7.87) & (7.92)) 

n=l 

(7.130) 

and 

= 
Iz[sll < Izo[sll + L IZnlsll, (use (7.91) & (7.128)) 

11=1 

< 1 (1'aM)2 = (1')2(11-1) 
s +- k + E _ A -1 ~p L R 

y .. l' 71=1 

1 (TaM) 2 R2 Izo[sll -I- -I- k -t \ -1 r;:-;;:; R') ') < 00. 
• - E - /\ Y 7rp - - 1'-

(7.131) 
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If s E (0, S1j, we have 

since (s/ p)l ~ 0(>. -1). Thus, if s E (0, S1], then 

00 

Ix[s]1 < Ixo[s]1 + L Ixn[sJI, (use (7.86) & (7.89)) 
n=1 

(7.132) 

00 

ly[s]1 < lyo[s]1 + L IYn[s]1, (use (7.86) & (7.89)) 
n=1 

~ lyo[s]1 + 0(>. -1) (7.133) 

and 

00 

Iz[sJI < Izo[sJI + L IZn[sJI, (use (7.88)) 
n=1 
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Therefore, by (7.132)-(7.134), we proved that x[s] = L~o xn[s], y[s] = L~o Yn[s] 

and z[s] = L~o zn[s] are all uniformly convergent to zero as s -+ 0 (or, equiva-

lently, as T -+ +00. Q.E.D. 

Remark 7.3: In the process of the proof of Theorem 7.1, we obtain the following 

subsidiary results (cf. (7.129)-(7.131)): 

00 

x[p] = L xn[P] f'.J xo[p] + O(r2) (7.135) 
n=O 

00 

y[p] = L xn[P] f'.J Yo[p] + O(r2) (7.136) 
n=:O 

and 

00 

z[p] = L zn[P] f'.J p + O(r2
). (7.137) 

n=O 

7.7 Representation of the Local Stable Manifold 

In Section 7.1, we showed that the solutions of the Lorenz system (7.1) can be 

written by the series: 

00 00 

x = LXn[s], Y = LYn[s], 
n=O 

Xo[s] = AJ[s] 

Yo[s] = A}[s] 

ZO[s] = s 

n=O 

00 

and Z = L zn[s] (7.138) 
n=O 

(7.139) 
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and, for n = 1,2, ... , 

Yn[S] (7.140) 

Zn[S] = -AS J~ f(~~'d~ 

Theorem 7.6, the solutions (7.138) are uniformly bounded in the region 0 < s ::; P 

and uniformly convergent to zero as s -)0 +0 (or as T -)0 00). FUrthermore, by the 

remark (R.emark 7.3) after Theorem 7.6, these series solutions are asymptotically 

close to xo[sJ; Yo[s] and zo[s] = s when r = JX6[P] + Y5[P] is sufficiently small, that 

is, 

X rv xo[s] + O((sjp)31/2), Y '" yo[s] + O((sjp)31/'2), Z '" S + O((sjp)I/2). 

By these arguments, we obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 7.7 (A Local Stable Manifold) Let WS(O) be the two-dimensional 

stable manifold of the origin for the Lorenz system (7.1). Then there exists a 

number 1'0, independent of A (or E), such that for any l' with 0 < l' < 1'0, there 

exists a curve M8(0): 

(7.141) 
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where (x, y, z) is represented by 

y[s] (7.142) 

Remark 7.4: In Theorem 7.7, the set Mo(p) represents a part of the two di-

mensional stable manifold of origin 0 in a neighborhood of (x, y, z) = (0,0, p). 

However, by Theorem 6.1 (or Theorem 5.2), the solution y of the linear system 

(7.2) is approximated by: 

y ~ ~ (1 + V4
(Z ; 1) - 1 tan <I> ) x, when 

and therefore M8(p) can be approximated by: 

k 
z>l+4" 

{
I ( V4(p - 1) ) } Mo(p) '" (x, y, p) E SrlY ="2 1 + k - 1 x, 

where Sr is the cylinder of radius r, i.e., Sr = {(x, y, z) Ix2 + y2 = r2} . 

(7.143) 

(7.144) 
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Chapter 8 Proof for the Main Theorem 

In Chapter 4, we saw that, when k < 4, the unstable orbit ¢ of the origin 0 = 

(0,0,0) intersects the plane {y = O} at the points (x, y, z) = (xn' Yn, Zn), (n = 

1,2, ... ), where Xn -+ 0 as n -+ 00 and Zn = 2 + 0(A-1). So now we will take 

and fix a point P = (xo, 0, zo) E ¢ such that 0 < Ixol = T < TO (where TO is the 

constant given in Theorem 7.7). In Thoerem 7.7 and Remark 7.4, we showed that 

in the plane Z = 2,. the stable manifold WS(O) is asymptotically located on the 

line: L :Y= ~(1+Vt-1 tanW(2)) x 

where 

~ ((k-E)2+4k) 1f W(2) = AJ4k - (k - E)2 - Ay (k - E)2 + 4k cos -1 8k - 4.(8.1) 

Now if we vary the parameter A to A -+ 00, the line L rotates around the z-axis. 

Thus, for some parameter A » 1, the homo clinic attachments of the unstable orbit 

¢ of the origin 0 occur when the line L touches the point P = (xo, 0, zo), that 

is, when PEL. Since Xo f= 0, PEL if and only if 1 + v1. - 1 tan w(2) f'V 

O(E). Therefore, we obtain the following parameter conditions for the homo clinic 

connections of the unstable orbit ¢ of the origin 0 = (0,0,0): 

/ (k -I- 4) / yk(k+4)cos-1 -8- -yk(4-k) 

rv A tan - - -/- mf + 0 E -1 ( -1 ( 1 ) 7f ) ( ) V4/ k - 1 4 
(8.2) 
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~·~=-------~~------------~x 

Figure 8.1, Homoclinic connections of the unstable orbits occur on the line L 

{(x,y,z)ly = O,z = 2}. 

where ).-1 = ~ > 0 and n = O,±1,±2, .... Q.E.D. 

Comment. In the main theorem (Theorem 1.1), the homo clinic bifurcation curves 

of parameters were given only in the range 0 < k < 4. But, in the range k ~ 1, we 

are unable to obtain such bifurcation curves because we can not locate the unstable 

orbits near the z-axis even though we know that the orbits are approaching to 

the point (x, Y, z) = (0, 0, 2). Therefore, our problem is still open for the case: 

k = £. > 4. 
l' -
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We note that the radius T (0 < T < TO) of cylinder Sr depends on the choice 

of point P = (xo, 0, zo). In this figure we skipped! the spiral motion of the stable 

manifold. 

IFor more detail descriptions of the motion of the stable manifold WS(O), see appendix C 
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APPENDIX A Reparametrization of the 

Lorenz System 

By simple calculations, we obtain the following lemma. 

Lemma A.I Suppose that a, rand b are all positive real numbers and we change 

the variables in Lorenz equations by following: 

x K 
r 

y r 
r 

(A.l) 

z 

and 

dId 
(A.2) -==---

dT r dt 

Then the Lorenz equations become 

x' k{y-x) 

y' x{l-z)-EY (A.3) 

z' xy - E bz 

where 

and 

a 1 
k = - > 0, E = - > O. 

r r 
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Proof. BY Applying the relations (A.1) into the Lorenz equations, we can easily 

deduce the following equations: 

: (J(Y-x) 

rx(l- z) - Y (A.4) 

dz b dt = rxy - z 

On the other hand, we have 

X' dx dx dt = 1. dx 
dr = dt . dr r dt 

y' = !!JJ. = !!JJ. • dt = 1. !!JJ. 
dr dt dr r dt 

(A.5) 

z' 

Thus from (A.4) and (A.5), we obtain the system 

x' ~(y - x) 

y' x(l - z) - ~y (A.6) 

z' b xy -;:z 

Now substituing k = (J Ir and E 1/r into this system, we obtain the system 

(A.3). Q.E.D. 
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APPEND][X B Matrix Bo for the 

WKB-Solution 

From equation (5.31) in Chapter 5, we have 

(B.1) 

or 

(B.2) 

where j = 1,2, ... , and the prime ( , ) denotes differentiation with respect to the 

variable z and 

[ 
~ -~ ] [(PI 0] [0 0] Ao = ~ ~,<I> = , A-I = 

1-~ 0 0 </;2 0 b~ 
(B.3) 

and 

I {~ (
1 ± Jd(z)) 

¢= ~(l±'iJ-d(z)) 
:z<l+~ 

(BA) 

:z>l+~ 

where d(z) = 1 +- t(1- z). 

Now we let 

(B.5) 
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Then 

AoB -j - B -j<I>' = 
[ 

"'''bj kb j 
'f'2 11 - :; 21 

(1 - ~ )b11 - ¢~b~1 

"'''b
j 

kb
j j 'f'1 12 - :; 22 

(1 - ~ )b12 - ¢~b~2 
(B.6) 

and 

(B.7) 

Substituing (B.6) and (B.7) into (B.2), we have 

(B.8) 

and 

(B.9) 

where 

C(z) = and D(z) = 
'f'l --

[ "" /. j 
I- ~ -:, . 

(B.lO) 

Since det(A(z)) = detD(z)) = 0, equations (B.8) and (B.9) have solutions if and 

only if the followings are satisfied: 

j = 1,2, .... (B.1l) 
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If the relations (B.ll) are satisfied, we can obtain the solutions for B-j, (j = 

1,2, ... ), from the differential equations 

(B.12) 

and 

(B.13) 

where B-1 = 02x2, the 2 x 2-zero matrix. From the first equation of (B.12), we 

have 

bJ
' _ 1 - fi!:\(z). z· 1 

21 - ~ U\£ J bi1 - k(bi~ )'. 

Substituing this into the second equation of (B.12), we get the equation 

(bl 1)' = (kdCZ) + 2~z - 2bZ~) bl1 + kJ~(z) (i - 1) (b{~l)' 
_ _ Z_{b j - 1)" 

kJd(z) 11 . 

Thus, we can obtain the solutions of bL and bf1 by solving equations 

Similarly, from the first equation of (B.13), we have 

. 1 + Jd(z/ Z )'-1, 
b~2 = - -(b 12 ). 

b 12 k 

(B.14) 

(B.15) 

(B.16) 

(B.17) 
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Substituting this into the second equation of (B.13), we have 

( bJ
1'2 ) , = (-L( + _1 + ~) bJ

1'2 + k (1 - 1.) (bJ
1'2-

1
), 

kd z) 2bz 2bz d(z) ky d(z) b 
(B.18) 

+ z (bj-1)" 
kVd(z) 12 . 

So we can get the solutions of bL and b~2 by solving the equations 

(B.19) 

By taking j = 0 in (B.16) and (B.19), we can obtain the solution of matrix Bo 

from 

(B.20) 

and 

! (bO )' - (_1 + _1 + 1 ) bO 
12 - kd(z) 2bz 2bzVd(z) 11 

bO - 1+-jdW' bO 
22 - 2 12 

(B.21) 

Therefore, if d{z) = 1 + t(1- z) i= 0 (or z i= 1 + ~), the solution B o is given by 

(B.22) 

where, for z < 1 + ~, 

b1,9(Z) = expJz {_1_ -\- _1 :r- __ 1 -} dr, 
- kd(TJ) '2bl7 T '2 bllV d(ll) 

z{l=!= ~)/{2b) ( m+ ~)±(I/b)Vk/(k+4) 
Wt-4-4z)1/4 v :l 

(B.23) 



k and if z > 1 + 4" 

Z {I 1 I} dry exp f krl(fJ) + 21n] =f 2ln]iJ -d(fJ) 

1 ( 1 )1/4 {i ~ -lJk+4} = zR 4z-(kH) exp ±/iV k+4 cos 4z' 

187 

(B.24) 
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APPENDIX C A Figure for the Local Stable 

Manifold 

z 

x 

Figure C.1, Local stable manifold near the z-axis for z > 1 + k / 4. 
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APPENDI)( D Homoclinic Bifurcation Curves 

In this part, we provide the homo clinic bifurcation curves of Lorenz equations. 

The following graphics were drawn by using "Mathematica 2.2". 

I. Bifurcation Curves with respect to the parameters k air and 

r» 1. 
r 

Figure D.l, First 20 bifurcation curves while the parameter b being fixed as b = 8/3. 

To get Figure A.l, one may use the following Program for "Mathematica 2.2": 

b:=8/3; r[k_,n_]:=b*(n*Pi+ArcTan[1/Sqrt[-1+4/kl]-Pi/4)/ 

(Sqrt[k*(k+4) ]*ArcCos[ (k+4) 18]-Sqrt[h(4-k)]); 

Plot[ Evaluate [Table[ r[k,n],{n, 20 }]], {k, 0., 4.0}, AxesLabel-> {"k 

value", "r"}] 

II. Bifurcation Curves with respect to the parameters l' and a. 
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By using the following program into "Mathematica 2.2", one can obtain the bifur

cation curves (Figure A.2-Figure A.6). 

b:=8/3; n:=number; f[L,s_]:=ArcCos[(4+(s/r)) /8]*Sqrt[s*( 4+(s/r) )/r] 

-Sqrt[s*( 4-(s/r)) /r]-b*(n*Pi-(Pi/ 4)+ArcTan[1 /Sqrt[ (4 *r) /s-l]]) /r; 

ContourPlot[f[r,s], {r, rmin, rmax} , {s, smin, smax} , Contours->{ 0.0 

}, ContourS hading -> False, ContourSmoothing -> Automatic] 

where mumber is an arbitrary integer; and rmin, rmax, smin and smax are positive 

real numbers with rmin < rrnax and smin < smax. 

50 
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20 
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Figure D.2, The Homoclinic bifurcation curve when n=l 
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Figure D.3, The Homoclinic bifurcation curve when n=2 
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Figure DA, The I-Iomoclinic bifurcation curve when n=9 
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Figure D.S, The Homoclinic bifurcation curve when n=lO 
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Figure D.6, The Hornoclinic bifurcation curve when n=20 
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APPENDIX E Sil'nikov's Numerical 

Evidences 

The following figures were provided by L. P. Sil'nikov [56]. 

z 0, 

--.:::-..-o--=-----x 

(a) 10<r<r, (b) r .. r, 

(d) r a '2 

(c) '2<r<r~ 

Figure E.1, Global behaviors of the unstable separatrices. 

Figure E.1 shows the global behaviors of the unstable separatrices of the origin 

o = (0,0,0) for the parameters (j = 10, b = 8/3 and T E (10, 28]. In this figure, 

he showed that at the parameter value l' = 1'1 ~ 24.06, two periodic orbits occur 
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inside the unstable separatrices (see Figure E.1-( d) ). 

On the other hand, Figure E.2 is the diagram corresponding to some kinds 

of bifurcation curves of parameters, a and r, with the fixed parameter b = 8/3. 

For each parameter value of (a, r) on the curves ll, l4 and l5, it shows that the 

separatrices form double homoclinic loops. The curve I3 indicates a dangerous 

boundary of parameters for instability. Finally, Figure E.3 shows the shape of one 

part of the separatrix loops corresponding to the curves l4 and l5 in Figure E.2. 
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Figure E.2, Sil'nikov's bifurcation diagram. 
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Figure E.3, The shapes of separatrices. 
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